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Latinos
 
confront
 
Mercury  
journalists  
By Angela Hill 
ISaily staff ante, 
Raised voices and pointed fingers  
from the 
Latino
 community confront-
ed two members of the San Jose 
Mercury 
News
 staff Tuesday night. 
At a forum sponsored by SJSU's 
Media Awareness
 Organization, 
reporter Laura KWUMall and photog-
rapher Jim Gensheimer attempted to 
clarify
 their
 motives
 and methods for 
writing October's San Jose gang series 
while  
Latino  students and 
community 
members fired accusations of racism 
and biased reporting. 
'This kind of article reinforces neg-
ative stereotypes," 
Carmclita
 
Gutierrez,
 an SJSU senior in social 
science said. "People talk 
about gangs 
and don't really understand them." 
The controversy revolves 
around
 
the series in
 
the 
Oct. 20 and 21 issues 
of 
the Mercury which focused on a 
Latino youth gang
 in East San Jose. 
The 
story and photos showed violence 
and drinking among
 
the
 youth which 
Latinos 
say is a false picture of their 
community. 
Gensheimer, who witnessed an 
assault 
while shooting the photos, said 
he thought 
his  depiction of the 
lifestyle
 
was 
accurate. 
"These  things really happened. 
And from what 
other  gang members 
told me,
 it led  me to believe 
what I 
saw was an 
accurate
 portrayal of what 
these kids 
do," he said. 
As comments from
 the
 audience
 of 
at least 
45 often drowned out 
Kurtzman 's responses,
 she held her 
position on
 
the series. 
"I don't 
apologize for the 
story,"  
she 
said. "I like the story. 
I don't think 
I did 
anything  wrong." 
In writing the articles, Kurtzman 
said 
she had auempted to focus on this 
one aspect of the San Jose community. 
'We  chose to focus on one gang. I 
wanted to explore 
these  kids' minds," 
she said. "There are a million stories to 
tell on gangs. This is just one small 
pan." Latino representatives objected to 
that point, voicing concern for balance. 
"Why don't you show 'good 
gangs'?" Sundiada Tirado of 
Mt.  
Pleasant High School said. "I'm a 
member of a good gang.  
We're not 
involved in crimes." 
Benjamin Torres, an SJSU senior in 
psychology,
 objected to one specific 
paragraph which he believed equated 
Latinos with criminals. 
"That
 assumption is typical of peo-
ple outside the Latin 
community,"  he 
said. 
"It is a blanket statement that all 
Chicanos, 
all  Latinos are ex -cons." 
A round of applause was sparked 
by Enrique Dominguez, a senior  
in 
theater 
arts.  
"If you 
come
 down to our neigh-
borhood again, show some 
respect," he 
said. 
"Our way isn't that way. You 
should show the truth,
 not something 
that 
looks  that way." 
Both reporters said 
they had been 
surprised at the 
intensity of the heated 
reaction to the series. 
"This story has turned into a 
'shoot 
the messenger' 
type story," 
Gensheimer said. "It was supposed to 
get everybody together
 against the 
gangs, not one 
race
 against another. I 
would  rather have done a 
story  on a 
white gang 
anyway." 
"How can we do these stories if 
we're always 
afraid  of offending 
someone?" 
he said. 
Maria  Ortiz of San Jose speaks out against what she 
sees
 as a nega-
tive portrayal 
of Hispanic youth by the San Jose Mercury News,  
George N. Ofi11.  
Dady photo editor 
The reporter and photographer who compiled the two-part series 
on gangs were at 
SJSU
 Tuesday to explain their side of the story. 
Evans
 
unsure
 about 
future
 
quality
 of 
education  
University 
President  says 
budget in 
control  
lt 
Angela Hill 
Maly stall writer 
The fate of 
a quality education continues to 
teeter in the hands of the governor. 
According to SJSU's interim President J. 
Handel Evans,  the future of a valuable degree 
from the
 California State University system is 
riddled with unknowns and he can't do any-
thing 
about  it. 
"We're not in a position to 
know  what will 
happen 
in the 92-93 budget until the governor 
tells us," he said in a press
 conference Tuesday. 
What  may happen is that a degree from 
SJSU may be devalued. If the 
budget  problem 
continues, SJSU will be shirking its main 
responsibility as a university, Evans said. 
"We've eroded higher
 education over recent 
years.
 We're
 up against a wall now. That's why 
it has to stop," he said. 
But despite such efforts as "Legislators' 
day"  on Nov. 13 with tours of the 
campus  and 
public forums on the budget 
crisis,
 and surveys 
of 
faculty  and staff for information for political 
Aviation
 department 
to 
receive
 jet
-powered gift 
By Emma 
Burge..
 
I imly stall writer 
A 
retired Boeing 727-100 
is 
being spruced 
up with
 
new white 
paint, blue and gold 
stripes and a 
I2 -foot Spartan 
helmet  on its tail 
fin as a soon -to -he gift from
 I'ruled 
Airlines to the aviation
 department 
at 
SJSU.
 
The plane 
will provide real -
world  experience for aviation stu-
dents,
 
who  
will use
 it for  
practice  
maintenance
 and other exercises, 
according to the SJSU 
aviation  
department.
 
At 1:45 p.m. on Dec. 4. the
 jet-
liner, measuring 137 feet 
in length, 
will tx-rfomi a fly -by for more than 
400 guests, including city, SJSU 
and United officials. The jetliner 
will touch down at 2 p.m. at the 
San Jose 
International
 Airport, 
according to Dr. Gene Little, chair-
man of the 
aviation
 department 
Following that, United Airlines 
Senior  Vice President James 
Goodwin will be presenting the air-
craft to SJSU at the San Jose Jet 
('enter, 
located  at 1250
 Aviation 
Ave., 
according  to 
an SJSU 
press 
release. 
Congressman Norman Mineta, 
l)
-San Jose, will give a speech at 
the 
ceremony,  which is open to 
the 
media. 
The jetliner will also be made 
avadahk to 
the City of San
 Jose for 
lire, emergency triCtle and 'tint). 
training, according to Little. 
'rhe 
San Jose Unified School District
 
and aviation aerospace magnet 
schools
 
will
 also use the 
aircraft  for 
lours. 
Little said this is an attempt "to 
expose  people to careers and 
to 
teaming mathematics, 
science
 
and 
the 
communication  skills 
they can be 
selected  and 
quality
 toe 
exciting career 
paths." 
He
 said there are about
 1,500 
job titles 
in the airline career field  
and 
people
 aren't aware of 
them
 
all. 
He said the aviation department
 
has worked 
with
 United Airlines 
for years 
to acquire such an 
aircraft 
so that aviation 
students, about 
((X)
 
of them, 
can gain expenence 
from 
a commercial jetliner. 
The aviation 
department  ha. 
about 20 aircraft
 to date, 
including  
a 
twin -engine jet
 
executive,
 
tom 
twin -engine general aviation
 
air 
craft, six 
single
-engine 
Ces.na
 
150s, a pair of 
helicopters
 and .1 
F100 Super Sabre 
supersonic  jet 
fighter, a gift from NASA. But 
none of the donated aircraft have 
been 
jetliners.  
"This aircraft will
 allow us to 
remain at the cutting edge of avia 
non education, particularly in the 
field of turbine powered airline
 air-
craft and systems," Little said in an 
SJSU press 
release.
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Page
 5 
budget debate, Evans said 
the outlook for next 
year remains an enigma. 
"I don't think anyone knows 
more than you 
or I do what the 
projections  for next year 
are,"  
he said. "Revenues for this 
year  are down and I 
don't  
see them improving, but I don't
 know 
what steps will he taken by 
legislators." 
Apparently  it's a game of "wait and sec." 
Evans does think the 
more legislators know 
about
 
the situation
 the better. 
"For 
once, the problem is not
 that people 
don't believe us. 
The  problem is that 
people  
don't know what 
to do," he said. "I think
 our 
case has made itself. Understanding
 it is very 
important. That's
 what having the legislators 
on canpus has done." 
He 
hopes  that instead of the 
universities  
raising
 tuitions, lawmakers 
will choose to raise 
taxes as a solution,
 
"When student 
fees
 
are collected by 
the 
mac, they
 go into the general fund. 
They
 don't 
actually impact 
the  CSU budget," he 
said.  
Evans said the 
only choices, with 
the bud-
get crunch  
,is +ocre 
as 
a 
is
 tiov.,
 are to 
"have  
more students and spend
 
less
 
money  on them 
 or restrict 
enrollment."  
"For the
 first time in my 
memory  of the 
CSU.  
we're
 going to tell 
legislators  we're only 
going
 to be able to 
take so many 
students. If 
you want 
us to take 
more
 
students,
 give us 
more
 
money," he 
said. 
Even with the
 possible 
freezing of 
universi-
ty enrollment, 
the question  of 
graduating high 
school 
students remains
 a problem, 
according 
to Evans. 
"High 
school
 students 
will go to 
communi-
ty colleges, 
but  those colleges
 will have 
the 
same 
problem.  Eventually
 they'll fill 
up. There 
just isn't room."
 
Evans 
said  the whole 
problem  comes 
down 
to 
one question,
 "What does 
a free education
 
mean these days?" he said. 
Hungerfest
 
raises
 
awareness,
 aid 
for 
families
 
facing
 tough 
holiday
 
times
 
By Faye 
%Veils 
oath, man 
%Mc,  
SJSU finished  its Hungertest last 
Thursday with a banquet where 60 
percent
 of its diners got a taste of 
hunger.
 
The Hungerfest,  organized by 
Campus Ministries and SJSU students 
and faculty, raised S1.200 arid gath-
ered 5,(XX) pounds of canned goods to 
fight famine.
 
"I thought it was a smashing suc-
cess," 
said Kathy Trevison, student 
coordinator for the fasting and ban-
quet. Because it was
 done with 
Cainpits Ministries and students in the 
course Community Civricepts
 157, 
"we 
got a lot more people to participate," 
she
 said. 
Fraternities and smonties collected 
canned 
foods and students and faculty 
donated money, according to 
Judy 
Ryan who works full time for Campus 
Ministries. Campus residents turned in 
their meal tickets for which the 
Dining 
Commons donated the cost, she said. 
The money  
goes to Oxfam 
Ametica, part of 
England's  Oxford 
Committee for Famine Relief, accord-
ing to Ryan. The 
collected  food will 
go to Santa Clara County shelters, she 
said. 
List week students
 fasted, came to 
speeches, worked in 
homeless
 shelters 
and came
 to the final banquet where 
the 
majority  faced a surprise.
 At the 
door, 
Janus'
 Carr handed out tickets 
to 
the 
participants
 in proportion to 
the 
well-fed and hungry in the world. 
Of the 70 people who attended, six 
percent received tickets ill the 
set 
tables representing the first World. 
nations 
with a high standard of living 
and
 extensive 
industrialization
 for 
more than 
a century. They ate 
salmon
 
and a four course dinner with cider 
and water served by the tuxedoed staff 
of the 
SJSII  Dining Commons. 
Another 34 percent received tickets
 
to the Second World, the group of 
nations with natural
 and cultural 
resources
 in the course of 
develop-
ment. According to Carr, they had 
beans, rice and tortillas  after the 
I I 
.1
 
World  diners were sersed. 
Hie final 60 percent had tickets to 
ale Third 
World, where resources arc as 
yet undeveloped, or there are virtually 
no resources at all. They watched as the 
First and Second  World were served, 
then received
 a 
plate  of rice and  a jug of 
water for the 
whole  group. 
"I was allocated to the Third 
World." said Michelle C)gburn. a stu-
dent in the teacher credential program. 
"I donated three meals. I had lasted 
the 
whole 
day." 
"It was frustrating not to have 
enough to eat," she said. They didn't 
even 
bring us enough water. We 
had  a 
little plate of rice. I ate every grain." 
Nursing major Vic Calip 
put out a 
flier to recruit students to help
 in Santa 
Clara County Shelters. He worked in 
the House of the Potter Shelter at 17th 
and Santa Clara streets. fasted and 
worked for the 
canned
 food drive, and, 
like Ogburn, was part of the Third 
World at Thursday's
 banquet. 
He brought his 6-year -old nephew 
and 7
-year -old niece 
to the banquet. 
"When a's yourself it's one 
thing." 
he 
said.  "Not being able to feed them 
properly made me feel deprived." 
Can 
said
 she was 
shocked
 
at
 peo-
ple's reaction when she gave a First 
World  ticket to 
one  
person  and Second 
or Third World tickets to their 
friends.
 
"Some complained that they had 
not given so much to sit 
on
 
the  floor 
and eat a plate of nce." she recalled. 
"First
 World people v ere embarrassed 
about it." 
During the 
discussion after, the 
well-fed suggested that 
the  other ban-
quet members eat the cheesecake and 
take the water so they would not go to 
waste.  
"It was 
not  initiated by the Third 
World  people," she said. "They did not 
say 'Give us the 
water. Don't let the 
food go to 
waste."  
Only one First World eater, a 
woman, offered water or food to 
the
 
other two 
groups  during the banquet, 
said ()ghiun. 
"We 
started a little chant for 
water  
in our group. It really brought it home 
for mc," she 
said.  
(;corge N Ocue
 
Pally  photo 
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 to her daughter 
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Paying
 
off patriotism 
School workers want 
paid holiday to 
celebrate war victory 
Many
 celebrated 
the victory of 
the 
Persian Gulf war, 
but now some
 
California school employees 
are asking to get paid for it. 
Last April, bursting with post-war 
euphoria, President Bush proclaimed 
"National Days of Thanksgiving" on 
April 5,6 and 7 to commemorate and
 
celebrate the troops and their victories.
 
According to a California Education 
Code, "every day appointed by the 
president or governor for a public fast, 
thanksgiving or holiday" grants a paid 
day off for employees. 
Now, some California school 
employees (secretaries, 
custodians,
 
maintenance 
workers
 and bus drivers) 
are demanding  
and being granted  
three days off with pay. Recently, the San 
Leandro Unified School District won a 
court settlement
 giving workers three 
floating holidays with pay, according to a 
recent Mercury News article. 
Workers argue that public schools are 
obligated to uphold 
the education code. 
Rather, these workers seem to be 
seizing an opportunity 
to take advantage 
of a semantic error by Bush  and 
receiving  time off at the taxpayers' 
expense.
 
Just in the San Leandro district alone, 
officials estimate that granting days off 
would  
cost 540,000,  according
 to the 
same
 article. 
Already,
 San 
Jose
 Evergreen 
Community College District officials are 
granting employees three paid days off
 
during the 
winter  break, costing the 
district
 S15,000 to S20,000. 
That's a monetary strain on an already 
deteriorating state budget that California 
schools are in no 
position  to provide. 
Also, if a holiday is to be granted, 
let's at least make it consistent. What 
about the Vietnam 
war and the Korean 
war? These 
employees  do not 
even
 get 
Veterans Day 
off
 why aren't they 
protesting about that? 
By taking 
extra holidays, these 
employees will create a pile up of back 
work that will burden
 already limited 
support staff. And additional money 
must be taken into account above and 
beyond vacation pay for payment of 
substitute 
workers. 
The real reason these employees want 
the day off needs to be questioned. Do 
they want the day off 
to
 celebrate 
patriotism in reference to the Gulf war, 
or do they simply want a paid holiday? 
EDITOR'S
 
FORUM
 
Pricy Correos 
Taking
 
a 
shot
 
at
 the 
big 
time  
on 
the 
big 
screen
 
Many
 Vietnamese 
people
 have 
come up 
to
 me at the fish 
market and begun 
conversations with me in 
Vietnamese. My significant other, upon 
first meeting
 me, thought I was 
Vietnamese.  
That was enough for this reporter to 
investigate what it would be like to try 
out for Oliver Stone's new war 
film.  
Oliver was looking for 
me,!
 just knew 
it. But 
my staff in whom I confided this 
outrageous adventure 
pooh-poohed  it. 
"What?" they said, "You're trying
 out for 
that Oliver Stone thing on campus? 
They're looking for Vietnamese people. 
You're not Vietnamese. You don't look 
Vietnamese,  you don't even speak 
Vietnamese.
 Why are you going?" 
These spirit -busters are going to be 
the same people who will one day tell 
their 
daughter
 that she can't be an 
astrophysicist. 
This writer had high expectations 
from
 her editorial staff  hoping they'd 
support her in this impulsive quest for 
stardom. 
This  staff was going to cheer 
her on and give her the moral backing 
she so needed. She didn't get that. 
Instead, she received pessimistic 
comments  like a bunch of hecklers 
taunting a bad comedienne.
 It hurt like a 
hangnail. 
But it wasn't enough to stop this 
dreamer. Nope. Not this time. So with 
some coaxing, "crazy" George (the photo 
editor),  took the mug shots. 
Saturday aftemoon, I arrived  at Morris 
Dailey to find about 50 others waiting 
just to get in the building. My heart sank 
a notch. The man guarding the door was 
a Vietnamese Students Association 
member. He was 
handing  out 
applications  to fill out your name, 
address, phone number, height,
 age, 
weight and origin of birth. Origin of 
birth? Uh-oh. Now what? Should I lie? 
That would be 
unethical.  
I filled it out. And 
in small letters I 
wrote, Philippines,
 hoping that the 
interviewer wouldn't notice it. Or if it 
was noticed, I 
hoped that he/she wouldn't 
associate the country with the shoe -
hoarding, 
bad -singing, George 
Hamilton
 
groupee, island -embezzling 
madame 
Imelda.  
Fifteen minutes later, 10 of us are 
allowed in, but to our
 disappointment we 
have to wait in 
another line and then 
another. And this was 
just for the first 
part of the interview. If passed, the 
applicant is sent to a second interview
 in 
yet another long line and once passed 
that, a third interview awaits with another 
line.
 
One hour 
and a half later my row was 
next for the first  interview.
 We're ushered 
toward the front of the auditorium to be 
questioned by 
a casting agent who 
resembled Carla from  "Cheers." That's 
right, Rhea Perlman, the woman who's 
married to Louie (Danny DeVito) 
of 
"Taxi."  
She asked the applicants basically the 
same question: "What role would you 
want to play?" Five people ahead of me 
and I was 
thinking,
 "What am I doing 
here? Who am I, where am I going and 
why?" Then it came 
to mc like a pizza 
craving  body double. I'll tell her I 
want to be 
a body double. The person 
who stands in for the main actor. The 
person who always takes the punches, the 
kicks,  the bullets to the back and gets 
thrown over a five -story building. 
When "Carla" finally got to me she 
was a bit
 surprised to hear the role I 
picked. Sensing that she hadn't heard that 
comment from anyone all afternoon, I 
felt luck was
 sitting on my side. She took 
one of my photos and wrote
 on my 
application in black marker 
"Body  
Double," and on the bottom 
"OK.
 Good." 
My hopes
 soared. 
I don't know
 if they'll call mc and I 
don't
 think I'll do something like this 
again, but it was unbridled 
spontaneity. I 
felt like a race horse on a high dosage of 
sugar. I don't care 
if they don't call. I just 
know I did it. That's just one step in 
following a dream. And to the editorial 
staff  neener, neener, neener. 
Pricy Correos is the Daily arts and 
entertainment editor. 
FoRUM 
OPINIONS  
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Faye Wells 
The 
his-ing and 
her-ing
 
of
 term 
papers  
ast week I was typing term 
papers when I heard the his-ing 
and her-ing of modern English 
ringing through
 my ears, 
annoying me, forcing me to 
make a major 
sexual  decision. 
Would the "student" I profiled be a 
"he" 
or
 a "she?" Would the pupil bring 
"his" or "her" strengths to class? Would
 
other students like "him" or "her?" Or 
would the kid be androgynous, you know, 
male and female in one, often written as 
"he/she?" 
As I thrashed out 
a couple of thrilling 
papers for the education department. 
where 
the thorny question of sex seems to 
override sensible 
prose, a question 
gnawed at what I laughingly called my 
mind. How could I make a boy or girl 
plausible, alive and how could I 
write  a 
readable third -person
-singular
 sentence? 
Like all modern problems, this one 
started in the 1960s when the women's 
liberation movement declared the 
traditional, generic masculine pronouns 
(he, his, him) sexist. For a few years, 
media writers resorted to the legal form 
"he and/or 
she,"  rapidly reduced in the 
70s to "he or she," or "he/she." 
The sentence below
 from one of my 
textbooks illustrates that sex presents a 
continuing problem to the prose writer. 
It's from a book called "Instructional 
Media: And the New Technologies of 
Instruction," by Robert Heinich, Michael 
Molenda,
 and James D. Russell. 
"As noted 
previously, the sender of a 
message encodes it according to his or her 
skill and knowledge (field of experience), 
and receiver decodes
 it according to his or 
her field of experience.
 In the feedback 
process,  however,
 the receiver 
(student)
 
does 
more
 
than decode the 
message.  He 
or she must
 also encode his
 or her 
interpretation  of the 
signal  for relay back 
to the sender 
(teacher),  who, in turn,
 must 
decode it." 
We are using the third 
edition,  
published in 1989,
 and the androgynous
 
style shows just how 
liberated the three 
authors
 are. Common 
sense  prevailed in 
later 
paragraphs
 and pages when they 
resorted to 
the
 plural 
"they" and "them." 
As an unregenerate 
1960s liberal, I find 
it 
painful  to blame that extraordinary 
decade for 
the  new linguistic correctness. 
In addition, I 
am
 spoiled by my 1940s and 
50s upbringing. My 
parents never told me 
that my sex (female), posed 
limitations.  
On the
 contrary, it left me with no doubt 
that I exist
 in my own right, with or 
without a 
Mrs.
 before my name, with or 
without a husband, boyfriend, 
significant 
other (SO) or whatever. 
Women's liberation runs in the 
family.  
My grandparents
 homesteaded a ranch in 
a lonely part of Montana in the early 
1880s. When times were quiet on the 
ranch, my 
great-grandmother  found the 
want of company annoying and started an 
inn in the small town of Armstead and ran 
it with the help of my grandmother and 
great aunt. 
An amateur botanist, she walked the 
hills of southwestern Montana alone, in 
dress,
 boots and a hat, looking for the 
samples 
of
 wild flowers she later took 
apart, pressed, and reassembled.
 
She 
carried clippers, a small lunch and a bag 
for her samples.
 
Books of the time suggested that 
anyone venturing into the semi -arid 
wilderness  should also carry
 a razor, in 
case HE 
were
 bitten by a rattler. The old 
emergency 
treatment was
 to 
cut  the  
wound and suck the venom. 
My
 
great-
grandmother
 duly 
followed
 
these 
suggestions. Fortunately, she was never 
bitten.
 
I have never heard that my great-
grandfather objected to her botanical 
excursions. 1 know
 few
 of today's men 
would allow a woman such liberty, 
My grandmother followed in her 
mother's footsteps and collected 
samples 
from Rainier National Park
 in 
Washington. Like my great-grandmother, 
she went alone for the day. Unlike my 
great-grandmother, she could drive, and 
was one of the first
 women
 in Salt Lake 
City to have a 
driver's  license. 
My mother came of
 
age during the 
1920s in Idaho, which granted her a 
driver's license when she was 
13 years 
old. She went
 to a community college, 
then to business 
school  in 
Salt  Lake
 City, 
and then to New 
York
 where she became 
a 
career
 secretary. Her rare complaints 
concerned pay, not 
pronouns.  Nor do any 
family members
 recall that my 
great-
grandmother rebelled
 over the generic 
HE. 
And I can see why. 
She  didn't know 
mc, but she 
probably
 
figured that
 at least
 one
 
descendant  would 
become a teacher. 
And  she foresaw my 
struggle
 to write a 
simple,  graceful
 third -
person -singular
 sentence. 
An 
English  teacher
 herself, she
 would 
have sympathized.
 
Faye Wells
 is a Daily Staff
 Writer.  
Forum
 page policies 
The 
Spartan
 Daily devotes page two Monday through Friday to 
opinions 
from the Daily staff and community. Students,
 staff and fac-
ulty  arc welcome to contribute opinions. 
Turn letters and opinions into the 
Letters  to the Editor box in the 
Spartan Daily 
newsroom, 
WLN 104, 
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
Submissions 
may also be mailed to the Forum Editor, the 
Spartan  
Daily,  department of mass communications,
 San Jose State 
University, San Jose, CA 95192-0149. 
When submitting articles, please 
include:  your name, phone num-
ber, address, class standing and
 major (if a student). Articles can
 be 
submitted  on a 
3.5 -inch disc 
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Thriving
 
despite
 
stigma  
of 
AIDS
 
People
 
with
 AIDS 
speak  at forum 
By 
Barbara
 
Boheny
 
I huly stilt
 %rite, 
She 
is a 
pretty,  
curly-haired  
woman,
 
32 years
 old, 
who Icioks
 in the 
pink of 
health. 
Two years ago. Ann was diagnosed 
WV positive. Today she has AIDS, 
but she 
has yet to tell either her 
employer or all her 
family  members. 
"The media has made so much of 
this disease," she said. "They have 
scared the 
world. They have made all 
of us 
pariahs."
 
The 
anonymity of this disease is 
probably the worst enemy of fighting 
it," added Gene, 
whose  son died of 
AIDS last January. 
The two told an audience 
of about 
a dozen people that education is the 
key to coping with AIDS. 
Tuesday's discussion 
at
 the 
Student  
Union commemorating 
World  AIDS 
Day was 
sponsored  by the 
Student  
Health Advisory 
Committee.  
Ann 
has spoken at 
colleges around
 
the Bay
 Area, but to protect  her
 job, 
she requested her
 real name not be 
used. Anonymity
 reinforces the stigma 
society
 has given AIDS, 
Gene
 said, 
but Ann cannot afford
 to stand up 
against it. 
"People
 think it's the 90s and this 
disease
 is coming out of the 
closet, but 
people
 run away," she said. 
"Tell  
someone
 you have AIDS and you'll 
find out who 
your friends are." 
"It's not 
an
 easy disease to get," she 
said, but the public isn't getting that 
message.  
Media portrayals 
of the deadly 
nature of 
AIDS inspire fear and 
denial, the speakers agreed. Many 
people are afraid to touch those living 
with AIDS while continuing
 to be 
careless about 
intravenous  drugs
 and 
unsafe sex. 
Testing positive for HIV means 
that an individual has been exposed to 
the
 
AIDS  virus,
 not that the person has 
Acquired Immune Deficiency  
Syndrome.  
Ann has been 
infected  with the 
virus for at least five years, but an ini-
tial test for HIV recorded a false nega-
tive. She had just won a battle with 
ovarian cancer, and her chemotherapy 
masked the AIDS virus, she said. 
Her first reaction was a mix of 
despair and denial. She thought about 
getting 
drunk,  but was warned it 
would weaken her health. Then she 
considered suicide. 
"I was really lucky I had a friend 
who 
was 
infected and I went straight 
to their house. They educated me." 
Like many of her generation, she 
had shot intravenous drugs and prac-
ticed unsafe
 sex for several years. 
"We're all responsible for our-
selves.
 Someone didn't give this to 
me. I acquired it along the way and 
shame on 
me,"  Ann said. "If you prac-
tice
 high -risk behavior and get it, it's 
on you." 
She
 doesn't
 feel Magic Johnson's 
story is enough to change public atti-
tudes or behavior. 
"I don't knov,. N hat Ws 
going  to 
take to 
make
 everyone  aware
 of what's 
happening 
out here." 
Ten 
million  Americans are infected 
with
 
the  HIV virus, according
 to 
Gene. 
"Ilie number of AIDS cases within 
that group 
will increase, Gene said, it 
the Center for Disease Control rede-
fines AIDS to include all persons with 
T -cell counts
 under 200. 
The new 
definition
 would benefit 
many
 AIDS patients who, like Ann, 
may be paying 51,0(X) or more 
month-
ly 
for  
pharmaceuticals.
 
"There are 
people  who are really 
sick who can't get disability because 
they don't have an AIDS (diagnosis),
 
and there arc other people
 with AIDS 
out there working," Ann said. 
Ann is healthy now and continues 
to work. 
"I don't work ill cut my hands. 
I've never put anyone at 
risk  since I've 
known
 I have this virus. I can't lose 
my source 
of income." 
Anonymity
 could be distorting the 
extent to which AIDS has 
spread  
across America, Gene said. 
An acquaintance of Gene worked 
with a client for more than five years 
before mentioning her son had AIDS. 
She
 
teamed  four of seven employees 
of the company 
were
 also 111V posi-
tive. 
The pair emphasiied
 an HIV 
in 
tive result is not an immediate death 
sentence.
 People living with AIDS 
have gone eleven years 
with  no oppor-
tunistic infections, and experts predict
 
fifteen years is possible, according to 
Gene. 
"I know people who have no T-
eens, and that man and I go dancing. 
He has never had
 an opportunistic 
infection,"  Ann said. 
"It's not the 
end of the world 
;toil
 
it's not the end of your  sex life," 
A Hi 
said. "I date, I go out, I practice sate 
Safe sex practices are necessary' 
even between infected partners 
becau.se the virus
 differs from person
 
to person, and each partner 
could  rein' 
feet
 
the  other with a 
new
 variation,
 she 
said. 
Ann lives with a community 
of
 
recovering drug addicts and said the 
men she dates 
understand
 the effec-
tiveness of safe
 sex
 practices. 
Ann has probably been infected for 
five to seven
 
years, 
but  apparently did 
not pass the virus to 
her partner. 
"I was with him almost 
two years 
and he was negative," she said. "That's 
the way it is with this virus. It gets 
some of us, it 
doesn't get all of us." 
Ann advises students they can sup-
port a
 
friend living with AIDS best by 
listening and educating themselves 
about 
the  disease and its medicines. 
"The 
biggest
 thing is to hold them 
and don't be afraid to touch them. 
Don't ever be afraid," she said. 
That's what let's a person become 
a person and not just another statistic 
... not just someone everyone's afraid 
to 
touch."
 
CHINESE CUISINE - 
- FOOD TO GO 
 Mandarin & 
Szechuan
 
Cuisine  
 Box Lunches To Go 
OPEN
 DAILY 
130 
900 PM 
 
Lunch  and Dinner 
 Catering Available 
294-3303  or 
998-9427  
131 
E.
 Jackson 
Street
 
In 
Blo, lo; North of 
Safna  
Clara 
Between
 3rd 
and 
4th  Sinc.t 
TONIGHT  
with 
LAMONT
 & 
TONELLI!
 
Most
 EXCELLENT!
 
lomeless shelters
 
linked 
with
 
computer network 
Ily John iririi 
1).14 0.11
 wnwr 
Computers
 will soon 
link
 
homeless
 
shelters  
together
 
s
 
Iin,meless
 families will 
know
 
where to find food and shelter or 
other 
services.
 
Santa  Clara County Super-
visor
 Ron Gonzales, 
together
 
with
 
SJSU  
professor
 Jerry 
Burstein,
 Hewlett-Packard
 and 
the 
Emergency Housing 
Consort-
ium,
 
have
 created project 
SHARE (Santa Clara 
County 
Homeless Alliance 
and Re-
sources Exchange). 
Gorrzale.s said with the advent 
of 
SHARE,  more of the home-
less will be aware of the services 
that might help them on the road 
toward independence. 
SJSU business students with a 
concentration in management 
information
 systems helped in 
writing the computer programs 
necessary to connect the shelters. 
Barry Del Buono, executive 
director of the 
Emergency  
Housing Consortium, described 
how a homeless 
family  can call 
one shelter and if it's full 
that 
shelter can 
use the computers to 
refer them to a shelter that is 
open. 
4,4q 
row 
aide
 
BAPTIST STUDENT MINISTRIES: Sack lunch get 
together, 11:30 a.m., BBQ pat next to CCB, call 723-0500. 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE 
ORG.:  Testimony meeting, 
noon. S 
t'
 
Pacheco  Room, call 99/1-8736 
ALCOHOLICS  ANONYMOUS: Open meeting. 12:15 
p
 
on . Campus Ministry Center basement, call 266-9606. 
il:VieSPR28
 
SJSU FOLK DANCE 
CLUB: 40th Annual Kolo 
Festival, 7:30 p.m., SPX, call 
927-9501 
fie/9429  
CAMBODIAN STUDENT ASSOC.: Thanksgiving 
Potluck Si Dance,
 3:30 p.m., 2781 Mervyn's Way, call 
926-8519. 
SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB: 40th Annual Kolo 
Festival, 9 a.m.
 , SPX, call 927-9501. 
PHONE:
 924-3280
 
FAX: 
924-3282
 
cf/15(kDR30
 
SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB:
 40th 
Annual  Kolo 
Festival,
 
710
 
a 
nn..
 SPX, call 927-9501. 
Sy/vofyi
 
CATHOLIC  NEWMAN
 COMMUNITY: Sunday
 
Masses. 
6 
p.m., 
Campus  Christian Center Chapel, call 
298  
0204. 
itlavoR2
 
BAPTIST 
STUDENT
 MINISTRIES: 
Meeting  - 
p.m., S.U. 
Montalvo Room, 
call 732.0500. 
ROYCE  HALL 
PRESENTS:
 Rush Lunbaugh's
 video 
"Conservative  Forum," 7 
p.m..  RH Formal 
Lounge,
 call 
924-8525. 
SpartaGuide
 forms 
are
 available 
in 
WIN 104 
, Make a 
Dash for Christmas 
Cash
 
....and
 gain valuable 
experience  
at the 
same
 time! 
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Stevens Creek Toyota in Santa Clara 
. 
is
 
now offering a customer relations 
position to a responsible, self -motivated 
person. The job offers: 
Flexible hours M -F from 4:30-8:30pm
 
$7.00/hour + commission 
 Long term job stability 
Advancement opportunities available 
Very friendly atmosphere 
For more information: call 
CREE
  
T 
Stevens Creek Toyota 
@984-1234; 
STEVENSOYOTA
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 ONE -STOP
 
SERVICE
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ACCUTUNE
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Downtown San Jose
 
E. Santa Clara at 
11th. St. 
298-7722 
OPEN JO AM f VEAPNGS 
Pi 6 PM 
BURN, 
BABY,  
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it's 
BURN
 
FERNO  
WITH SAN JOSE'S NUMBER
 1 D.J. 
KING
 
RAF
 F 
I 
EVERY 
THURSDAY  
2 for
 1 
admission  
with
 
this Invitation 
Thanksgiving
 
Party 
on 
Thursday  
Nov 28th 
Doors
 
Open
 
at
 
8.30pm
 
2 8 0 - 1 4 3 5 
Queer Nation: 
Int 
1"coutr-Face
 
December
 
3 
TERM 
PAPERS  WITH
 CLASS 
You spend hours 
preparing
 your term papers 
and reports. Show them off with quality
 
copies  
and 
professional
 binding 
at 
Kinko's.
 
r5O`Yo 4:51f All 
Binaing
 
6rders-1  
One
 
coupon per
 customer 
Not
 valid
 
with
 an 
other
 offer 
and 
only at 
this
 location
 
Expires
 
11/30/91  
kinkoq  
the
 copy center 
VVE'VE 
IVICDVF 
93 
L 
E. San Carlos 
(Across
 from 
McDonald's)
 
2954336
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Boy 
George
 
dazzles
 
crowd 
By 
Vrliii,i 
Nurse  
Special
 ti 
tr 
A 
full -cap it, 
crowd 
turned out at The Edge last 
Thursday night for Boy 
George's first Northern 
California  appearance in 10 years. 
The diverse crowd of George admirers danced 
with enthusiasm as George 
swayed  and strutted to 
current, as well as older, Boy George
 songs. 
George hit the 
music scene as the flamboyant, 
much talked about, 
lead singer of the popular '80s 
British band, Culture Club,
 which stemmed from the 
second
 British invasion of the 
early  1980s. 
Long 
gone are the earlier days of Culture
 Club 
 the long androgynous
 locks, abundant make-up 
and 
flamboyant manner of 
dress,  which sometimes 
overshadowed  his musical and 
vocal
 talent. George 
now sports a 
much
 shorter hairdo, a nose earring 
and 
a 
religious
 symbol of Christianity
 which he displays 
quite proudly 
across the middle of 
his  forehead. 
His attire consisted of a 
black jacket, an orange 
scarf that draped 
around his neck and 
a Scottish kilt 
with 
matching pants. 
Matched up with a four
-piece band and strong 
vocals, Boy
 George entertained the 
enthusiastic  
crowd with his rich blend
 of pop and jazz with a 
slight 
flamingo style, prevalent in 
his  music since his 
Culture Club days. 
He indulged the crowd 
with  such songs as: "Can 
You 
Feel It," "After the Love is 
Gone,"  "Keep Your 
Love
 Away From 
Me"  and the 
ballad,
 "If I Could 
Fly," 
all from his 
current
 album, 
Matyr  Mali. 
George also 
performed the 
Rolling Stone's 
hit 
"You Can't 
Always
 Get What 
You  Want," as 
well
 as 
such 
Culture Club 
favorites,  "Do 
You
 Really Want 
to Hurt
 Me," and the 
haunting  ballad, 
"Victims." 
After
 a lengthy absence
 from the 
music  business 
due to his 
alleged
 drug addiction,
 attempted 
suicide
 
and 
the overdose 
death  of a friend, 
George returned 
to 
music  and the 
concert
 scene with 
a new band. He 
found 
Christianity,  and an 
integrity within 
himself to 
continue to 
create  and 
perform
 his love for
 music. 
His music style
 and stage presence
 have been 
sal-
vaged 
in spite of the 
misfortunes in 
his  private life. 
George's 
performance  at 
The Edge was
 nothing 
short of 
spectacular.
 His strong
 vocals, 
beautiful
 
stage 
lighting and 
band  
accompaniment,
 were 
all  
what 
contributed to 
a night of 
pleasing  
entertain-
ment. 
George's  current 
musical integrity
 and 
new-
found sense 
of
 pride  is what 
turns  Boys to 
Men.
 
Velina NU(Se  SpeCI31 to the DAII!, 
Boy George 
takes  time to dance around 
the stage during Thursday's
 show at The Edge 
Thumbs 
up and 
thumbs
 
down
 
on 
two  
new  
albums 
Ili I ' 
( its 
All, tiiScli1(11.101111e111
 
Kerni
 
Anderson/Labyrinth
 
Get
 ready students of SJSU there's
 
a gifted 
singer  in the midst. 
Canadian born 
Kerni Anderson. 
whose textured voice can be com-
pared to Pat
 Benatar's, is going to 
thrill music 
listeners  in her debut 
album, 
"Labyrinth,"  under the 
label of 
Impact Records. 
"One  Day" has a beat of a long 
distance 
runner,  steady, with a good 
pace. One day 
we
 will stand together 
in the 
sun/One
 day we will walk 
as 
equals, walk as 
one/Our
 children will 
not hate their
 fellow man/hate won't 
even be a word they understand. 
Anderson's lyrics are thoughtful, 
mature 
and her music rich  like the
 
vast landscapes 
of Alberta, her home-
town. 
"I was profoundly influenced
 by 
natural  occurrences 
and  life on the 
Canadian  prairies. I grew 
up seeing 
'technicolor  sunsets' and the sheet 
metal grey days that 
look
 like sepia 
toned 
photographs,"  she said in a 
press 
release.
 
Her songs
 are
 like 
a rock 
alternate;
 
"In the  Night" delivers an 
exciting  
sound
 with her luxurious 
voice.
 The 
kind of music one 
hears when watch-
ing cops and robber chases  
fast -
paced, on -the -edge
-run. A Peter 
Gabriel
 fan,
 Anderson 
said his music 
inspired her
 because his "groove 
was 
real 
cool."  
"Day
 by Day" surprises
 the ear 
transforming
 her sound 
into
 a bedev-
iled hardened
 soul. 
Never  know 
where  
I'm 
going  just gonna take it day by 
day. 
Anderson, 
who currently 
lives in 
Los Angeles, 
said
 she wants to 
move  
to San 
Francisco  someday. 
"I fell in 
love with it," she said in a 
telephone 
interview. 
Anderson's  debut album 
will  be 
released in 
January  
1992. 
Make a note 
of it and check 
it out 
at the nearest record
 store. Buy it, and 
savor the 
flavor of this new artist.
 
Mathew 
Sweet/Girlfriend 
A classic pop 
musician,
 Mathew 
Sweet's sound has a psychedelic
 feel, 
like 
some sort of a '60s flashback gin-
gerly 
coated  
here  and 
there 
v..ith
 tans 
bourine 
slaps. Out
 of 
15
 
cones
 
on
 Ins 
latest
 album,
 
"Girlfriend,"
 onl 
were
 
notably
 
solid.  
One 
such 
solid BlIk! 
was  
-With
 
dia,"
 
a 
twangy,  
melancholy
 love 
song  with 
an 
inspirational 
heat. Sweet 
can rock 
slow 
dancers
 
in
 his musical lullaby 
with Could
 you 
be my little movie
 
star?ICould 
you he my long
 
lost
 
girl?/It's
 true
 that! don't really know 
.voulBut I'm 
alone
 in the
 world.
 A der 
Mite 
cheek-to-cheeker
 with charming 
guitar 
melodies  giving 
the  listener
 a 
pied piper
 effect. 
Could  be 
the lir 
movie 
star he's talking
 about is the
 
"Edward 
Seissorhands"
 Winona
 
Ryder?
 Makes ya 
wonder.  
His 
album 
throughout  is 
uneven,  
giving a 
listener a taste 
of
 good, then 
had, 
bad,  then 
good,
 then had, 
had, 
bad. 
"Girlfriend," 
the title song,
 has 
pronoun
 agreement
 problems, 
"I 
didn't know 
nobody:.  Not just 
lyrical-
ly, the 
sound  is 
weak
 and 
uninspiring.  
And "Day 
for Night," 
another 
weak
 
song.
 Sweet sings,
 "When my 
brain is 
terminally
 light." Need 
this writer say 
more? 
Girlfriend,  
under  the 
Zoo 
Entertainment
 label, is Sweet's
 second 
album. The other was
 Inside, released 
in 1986. Then
 the following year he 
co -wrote 
and sang one 
track, 
"Something 
becomes  nothing," with 
the 
Golden  Palominos 
to help record 
their album, 
Blast of Silence. 
"Thought I knew you," was
 saved 
by Lloyd Cole's acoustic
 rhythm gui-
tar. 
Cole, a pop singer himself 
with a 
current album in 
the stands, gave it a 
crisp, clear sound. 
Cole's accompani-
ment gave 
this
 song a hint of  a Latin 
influence  punchy and upbeat. Mit 
the songs "You don't love me," "I 
wanted to 
tell  you" and "Don't go," 
were lyrically poignant -- an outpour-
ing of emotions during a dark pet '<xi 
in Sweet's life when he was esperi-
cueing a divorce with his wilt:. The 
songs didn't quite
 
make 
it
 though,  
making this 
music
 
over
 want 
to break
 
away 
from
 has 
mg 
to 
listen to 
the 
whole
 
album.  
His ballads 
were  what really 
worked.
 "Speak to me with your 
sweet 
voice," had good harmony
 and 
rhythm, giving 
each  
slow  song 
enough  
ingredients to make a "Sweet" sound. 
Unfortunately, five good songs
 out of 
15 isn't enough
 to warrant a purchase. 
ONCE -A -YEAR 
HOLIDAY
 GIFT 
BL
 
 FIRST COME, 
FIRST SERVED 
 SUPPLIES ARE
 LIMITED  HURRY!
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STEREO
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All-Fill STEREO 
DENTAL  CASSETTE 
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 FREE
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UNTIL CHRISTMAS W MANY 
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 AD 
 LAYAWAY 'TIL 
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Fresno
 
State  
game
 took 
on
 
macabre 
twist  
It
 seemed even the 
moon was 
against  the 
Spartans 
Saturday  
night 
at
 Bulldog 
Stadium.
 The 
moon  filtered 
blood -red 
through  an 
encompassing
 
November
 haze, 
lending  
an 
eerie,  
half -lit 
aunosphere
 
to the 
proceedings.
 And it was 
cold.
 
Not  
brisk. Not crisp. It 
was  cold. 
It was 
as if someone
 up there 
was expressing
 their disapproval 
with  the tearing asunder of 
one of 
the oldest,
 and finest, 
football  
rivalries in California sports ---
SJSU vs. Fresno State. 
As 
strange  and disjointed 
as the 
mood
 was Saturday night,
 the game 
itself competed
 for top honors in 
the weirdness category. 
The Bulldogs' 
first 
possession
 
(it 
the game hinted at the macabre 
twist this game was destined to 
take. Going up against the 26th -
ranked rushing defense in the 
nation in 
SJSU,  Fresno State 
promptly rammed the ball down the 
Spartans' throats. 
If there 
was one thing that 
marked the SJSU defense this 
season it was their rushing defense. 
Even in their two big losses of the 
season, to Florida and Cal, the 
Spartans' defense had relative 
success
 on run  defense. 
SJSU
 head coach Terry Shea 
said before the 
game, "The 
strength of our team is our 
ability to stop the run." 
But there went the 
Red  Wave, 
rolling unchecked down the field 
behind the 
rushing
 of Lorenzo Neal 
and Anthony Daigle to take an 
early 
7-0 lead. The sight had to 
suck the 
air  right out of 
defensive
 
coordinator
 Donnie Rca's lungs. 
The one thing Rea was probably 
counting on was his defense's 
ability  to stop the run, and it wasn't 
happening. 
But the Spartans could still 
count on stopping the pass, right? 
After all, Fresno
 State was 
down  
to
 
See 
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Hockey
 
team
 finishes
 
nerfect
 
first  half 
Its 
Pelt. Bra
 
Daily
 +tali w 
'the
 SJSt I 
hockey 
club  finished
 the 
lir,t 
half of 
the  season
 with a 
perfect 
7-0 
league  
record,  as it 
defeated  
t 
San 
Diego 
and 
the Junior  Sharks over 
the 
weekend.  
The  team 
beat  UC-San
 Diego 
on
 
Saturday 
by the lopsided
 sowe of 
12-0 
and then took 
the  Junior Sharks
 by a 
6-3 
margin
 on 
Sunday.
 Both 
matches
 
were held on 
the  Spartans !Innis' ice. 
the Golden 
(die
 Ice Arena in 
Redwood
 City. 
Saturday's game 
against  the 
Toreros bolstered
 SJSU s statistics
 
considerably, as  
six different Spartan 
skaters  dropped the puck into the 
net.
 
Forward Cody Smith
 and center 
Martin Denis 
led the scoring frenzy, 
each contributing three goals
 and
 an 
assist.  Wing Elliot
 Chung was 
the 
charitable 
one, as he added a
 game 
high three 
assistants  along with one 
goal. 
SJSU ends 
season
 
with 
weekend
 
split
 
By Emma Burgess 
Daily  staff writer 
It was a "sec -saw" match in 
women's volleyball between 
SJSU 
and 
Cal  State 
Fullerton  on 
Friday
 "with the statistics going 
hack and forth for 
both teams," 
according to SJSU Head Coach 
John Corbelli. 
SJSU was down two games to 
one 
against  Fullerton State at the 
start, but the Spartans turned 
around and won the last two 
games. 
"We 
weren't  anywhere near 
100 percent," Corbelli said. "The 
Titans had 
probabls  the best 
match I've ever seen
 them play." 
"We had sonic real nice 
performances off the bench 
Friday night," Corbett' said. 
Middle blocker Leslie Page 
"had  
probably the test night." Rage 
had  
14 kills in the match. 
Saturday's  game against UC-
Santa Barbara didn't prove as suc-
cessful for the Spartans as a team. 
They
 lost three games
 to none. 
"The team was hurt, tired, and it's 
been 
a tough season," Corbelli 
said.
 
The Spartans' schedule was 
ranked the second toughest in the 
country by the American 
Volleyball Coaches 
Association.  
It has also been rated No. 38 out 
of 260 teams nationwide in the 
association's National Rating 
Index. 
But 
Corbelli  said 
the  team 
played  well considering
 they were 
up
 against UC-Santa 
Barbara,  a 
squad  he considers one of the 
top  
10 teams in the nation. 
Senior 
outside hitter Dawnis 
Wilson 
sprained her 
ankle  during 
the game 
and couldn't finish the 
match, leaving 
Page
 as the only 
senior in 
the game. Other
 than 
Page and 
Wilson,
 the rest of the 
team consists of primarily fresh-
men. 
It was the last match of Rage's 
career,
 Corbett' said, and "she did 
a great job." 
The team had to finish with a 
record above
 .500 to make it to 
the finals, and fell short, ending 
the season
 with an overall record 
412-14 and were 7-11 in the Big 
West Conference. 
Corbelli said 
he is pleased 
with the players' 
accomplish-
ments 
during
 the past year. He 
feels that they only lost two 
games they 
"shouldn't have" all 
year. 
One of those losses was to 
New Mexico State after
 a tough 
road trip. Apart
 from one other 
loss to San 
Francisco State, all the 
rest of the losses  were to Top 20 
teams, "and that's not bad at 
all,"  
Corbelli
 said. 
Corbel!' added that the loss to 
UC-Santa Barbara was not totally 
disheartening because the 
Spartans' 
win 
wouldn't
 have got-
ten SJS1 ' ini() 
the
 finals anyway. 
Sunday's exhibition
 contest was 
more competitive, as the Junior Shark.s 
challenged the 
Spartans  for the first 
two 
periods. Going into the final 
15
 
niinutes, the visitors
 trailed by only a 
4-3 
margin. But SJSU soon 
pulled 
away, 
connecting  on a pair of goals 
while 
shutting out the Junior Sharks in 
the period. 
Wing 
Gordie Turner led the 
Spartans, netting two goals and an 
assist. Once again, Chung
 was the 
assist leader, earning 
two. Denis 
helped the cause by chipping in a goal 
and an 
assist. 
The Spartans 
undefeated  confer-
ence 
record  is especially 
impressive  
considering all 
the injuries the squad
 
has suffered.
 Key 
skaters  such as
 Ian 
McKenzie, Jeff Waite, 
Scott Bennett, 
Martin  Denis and Cody 
Smith
 were 
hobbled along the 
way, but the team 
overcame these setbacks with the play 
of their 
bench.  
"We 
put  our remaining players in 
two 
strong  lines 
and  came up 
%kith
 ihe 
wins," SJSU 
Hockey
 Club President 
Steve Such said. 
The club will 
have  about 
a month 
off before preparing for the 
second  
half 
of
 the season and a possible play-
off berth.
 The Spartans play six 
more 
league
 matches, 
hut  the team is 
confi-
dent that it will 
participate  in
 
post -sea-
son
 play. 
"I don't 
think  there's any 
doubt  in 
anyone
 on the team's 
mind," goalie 
Lou Siville 
said,
 "I think we're going 
to 
win  
it."
 
Slugs 
sink  Spartan
 
swimmers
 
Daily 
chief  nhirtueranher
 
SJSU's Karen Teitsworth takes first in the 100
-yard breaststroke against
 t 
Santa Cruz 
Saturday
 
By Nicholas D. Smith 
I hilly staff writer 
The Spartan women's swim 
team 
has been struggling so far this season,. 
but head coach RoseAnn Benson said 
the team hopes to recruit some talent 
by next season. 
Benson said
 letters and brochures 
were being sent out to other schools as 
part of the hunt for new talent. 
While  
the  
Spartans  have 
lost five -
of
-six meets so far, most recently to 
the UC-Santa Cruz Banana Slugs on 
Saturday, several swimmers have been 
hitting their personal bests. 
"The  team is starting to pull togeth-
er, they're swimming well," Benson 
said. 
New talent is something the team 
needs to compete with other "well 
established,  strong teams" in the 
league, Benson said. She blames 
"recruiting" for 
having a weaker team. 
Benson  added :,he was working to 
counter the problem of new 
talent  by 
increasing the stress put on searching 
for new swimmers. 
The Spartan swimmers have lost by 
about100 points at 
several
 recent 
meets with Fresno 
State, UC-Davis 
and 
University  of Nevada -Reno. 
"We've gone 
against  some pretty 
tough teams," Benson
 said. 
The meets 
have left the Spartan 
team in the position of needing rest to 
compete,
 but needing practice to 
improve. 
"They have to swim tired," Benson 
said. 
Among 
those  hitting their personal 
bests at Saturday's meet with Santa 
Cruz, were Susie Bond and twins 
Karen and Sharon Teitsworth.
 
Bond 
swam
 the 50 -meter freestyle 
in 26:41, 
and  the 100 -meter
 back-
stroke
 in 1:07:42.
 
Karen Teitsworth
 
took first place in the 200 
with a time 
of 2:23:30. 
The Spartans
 meet Hayward State 
on Dec. 7 in Hayward at 
noon.  
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A great mountain with the 
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 base eleyatkon in Northern California 
2000 
acres of terrain and 2030 feet
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 the most diverse skiing in the state 
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 offers students the best skiing value in the Sierra 
With the purchase 
of a $5 
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 Kirkwood  Cord
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long, Your
 Kirkwood
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occupancy
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Kirkwood
 and 
be on the 
mountain
 before 
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Summit,  
For 
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lift 
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save $131 
 Ranked #14 ski resort in N America by Snow 
Country  
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 additional) lifts give uphill 
capacity
 of 17,600 skiers per hour. 
 Snowmaking on 120 + acres,
 35% of runs; 2200 
vertical feet from
 top to bottom. 1700 acre mountain 
 *$30 lift ticket
 offer is valid any Monday
 through Friday 
excluding the following 
holiday
 
periods:  Dec.  
23-31;  Jan.
 20; 
Feb. 
17.  
" To receive this 
ticket discount
 
you  must present
 a current,
 
valid college I.D. to 
Northstar's  Ticket Administration
 office. 
For 
more
 
information
 call 
916-587-0280
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Resorts expand to 
attract more skiers 
By Robert Drueckhammer 
1.).4 %Lel .nter 
Ski resorts are once 
again  %Luting tor the snow to fall so 
they can show the 
public all the
 new things they have to offer 
this
 year. 
Even
 after struggling during the 
five-year  drought, ski areas are 
building  new 
trails and lifts, and are 
making improvements to lure more skiers
 to their moun-
tains. 
With, by far, the most extensive
 expansion plan in the Sierra 
this winter, Squaw
 Valley has finally completed a multi
-mil-
lion dollar two-year expansion which 
added a new 405 -room 
hotel with ski-in/ski-out
 access, two new lifts, a new golf 
course, an ice-skating rink, and a 
"bath and tennis club" at 
the 8,200 -foot
 elevation. 
The area,
 which will begin offering ice skating 
to skiing enthusiasts 
this  winter, also plans to 
spread 
ice  from the skating rink onto 
terrain
 
near the Bailey's Beach beginner 
chairlift  this 
summer so the 
resort  can be open for skiing 
all year 
long.  
Iron 
Mountain  Ski Resort's new general 
manager,  Phil Edholm, has 
made
 additions 
to his area also. The
 ski
 area,
 which built 
12 new  
runs  and a halfpipe for 
snow -
boarders this 
summer,
 also overhauled all 
five of the area's 
chairlifts and removed 
hundreds 
of
 tree stumps on existing
 runs.  
And Bear 
Valley Ski 
Area's  new 
owner,  
Jim Bouomley of San Jose,
 added 
a new
 
snowmaking system 
at
 his resort that 
 
will cover 11 of the runs 
on the mountain. 
 (ha, 
well.
 
Other resorts are 
making
 improvements 
as 
)11(r'i
 
Boreal
 replaced its Cedar
 Ridge double chair 
with a new 
triple  chairlift, and 
Donner Ski 
Ranch
 converted an old 
surface lift to a 
chair -
lift. 
Next
 year, Donner 
will  be adding 
another
 
chairlift  on its 
backside  which 
will hook up 
to 
Boreal's
 trail network in 
the hopes that 
both  ski 
resorts 
will  agree to let 
skiers  from both 
areas  ski at each 
others' resorts. 
Heavenly Valley
 added a new lift 
into the Mott Canyon
 area of the 
mountain.  
accessing  800 acres 
of "super expert 
only"  terrain, and 
Northstar at Tahoe 
expanded its 
race
 course. Sierra
 Ski Ranch 
removed
 the Little 
Chipmunk  and 
Blue Jay chairs
 over the summer,
 replacing them 
with  a new 
detachable
 quad 
chair 
called  
But  other resorts in 
the
 Sierra who were 
hit by the drought a 
little too hard,  
like 
Kirkwood  and Alpine 
Meadows,  are just 
hoping
 to survive this
 year without 
any  new 
attractions.
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Snowboarding
 
is a fun 
sport that a 
lot of people 
are
 trying, and 
which  
has  been experiencing rapid growth 
in the last few
 years. 
When
 learning to snowtxxird, the
 first thing people should 
do
 
is to find a small ski 
resort that allows 
snowboarding.  Some of 
these  resorts are Boreal,
 Iron Mountain and 
Soda
 Springs, and all 
of
 these are 
located  in the 
Tahoe area. 
There are many 
advantages  to choosing a 
small resort. First, 
these  areas are rarely
 crowded, permitting
 more individualized
 
instruction.  And 
second, when 
learning  how to 
snowtxxird,  people
 
tend to fall down
 a lot and the last 
thing  people need when
 falling 
down a 
mountain  is others 
running  over them. 
People who 
try to learn how 
to
 
snow -
I 
board  tend to fall
 into three 
categories:  
The first 
type  is the person 
who  has spent 
a lot 
of
 time on a 
skateboard,  a 
surfboard 
or both.
 These people 
have  a feel for rid-
ing sideways,
 and take to 
the sport rather
 
easily 
according to 
industry  experts. 
The second 
type is the skier 
who wants 
to try 
something  new. 
They  might 
have
 a 
little 
trouble  getting 
used to riding 
side-
ways,
 but since 
snowboards 
turn in the 
snow
 the same 
way as skis, 
then  they will 
also
 take to 
snowboarding  well.
 
The
 third type of 
beginning snowlx)arder
 is 
the person who 
has never had 
an experience 
on a 
surfboard,
 skateboard
 or skis. 
Lopaka Matthews,
 a ski tech at 
Boreal  Ski 
Resort who has 
snowboardcd
 for five years, 
said 
that all three types 
of people should 
take
 snowboarding 
lessons. 
Even 
though  people 
with 
surfing  or 
skating
 backgrounds
 may 
know
 some-
thing about
 the general
 feel of snow
-
boarding, a 
lesson
 is a 
wise 
investment,
 
Matthews said. 
While  snowboarding,  
he said, 
snow -
boarders 
should
 remember to scan 
the 
slope and be aware of who is 
around. Ills 
harder
 to turn a gthwboard quickly,
 he said, 
anti scanning the 
slope  is the easiest way to 
stay clear of skiers. 
He 
added  that most people have fun 
while learning the sport. 
"People
 
come in here really
 stoked 
about it," Mathews said. 
The well prepared skier
 always has 0 glovi,.  that don't fall off when you bite
 
If
 big
 
on
 A d flashy jacket so you can be found after an avalanche 
0 
goggles
 that you can actually see 
out  
(St
 0 ,les 
for impaling 
snowboarder
 
icis with multicolored graphics
 0 Boots
 that 
don't  smell 
First time 
skiers  
have it easy 
if they 
know
 
what
 to 
bring  
to the slopes 
By Robert 
Drueckhanuner  
Daily staff writer 
Beginning  skiers have a lot to 
worry
 about 
when  learning to ski. The 
worries 
of
 driving in the snow up to 
the 
mountain,
 the hassle of 
finding
 
appropriate clothing and
 the fear of 
falling down while skiing or 
sitting  in 
mid-air on a chairlift are 
just
 some of 
the fears that 
plague
 a 
new
 skier. 
Because of 
this,  many people 
never  
attempt to 
go up to a ski resort to 
learn 
how to ski. They decide that 
skiing is 
a hazardous
 sport and they arc almost 
certain to 
break  a leg while 
auempting  
to ski. 
According to ski 
area profession-
als, however, learning
 how to ski real-
ly isn't that difficult as long as 
begin-
ners realize their 
first  day may be full 
of
 pitfalls. After that, it becomes,
 for 
many, a 
happy  experience they can 
treasure 
for  a lifetime. 
Thought
 about learning how
 to 
ski? Go up to 
a ski area with a friend
 
who already skis so 
that
 person can 
help you out on 
the mountain. 
Your 
avid skiing friend 
should
 also 
be an experienced
 driver who's 
driven  
in the 
snow.  Let 
him/her
 do the driv-
ing  up to the resort. 
This way, 
you won't have to worry 
about 
getting
 stuck in 
the snow.
 
Ask
 
around 
for bargains 
at the ski area,
 
and
 don't be 
afraid
 of going to 
a small 
resort  
These resorts
 are perfect 
for  the 
beginning  skier because 
they lack the 
terrain that attracts
 advanced, "hot-
dog" 
skiers.  
Smaller resorts also tend 
to rely on 
quality ski 
lessons  and individualized 
instruction for 
their day-to-day sur-
vival.
 
First
 timers might want to 
try 
resorts such 
as Badger Pass 
in 
Yosemite National 
Park,  Dodge Ridge 
in Pinecrest,
 Homewood in Tahoe 
City or Tahoe 
Donner  in Truckee for 
their first ski experience. All 
of these 
ski areas have 
reasonable  prices for 
beginner packages, and cater to 
the
 
beginning skier. 
Badger Pass and 
Tahoe Donner 
have no expert terrain on the moun-
SNOWBOARD IT 
RESORT 
PERMITTED
 RENTALS HALEPIPE 
ALPINE MEADOWS  00 NO 
NO 
BADGER PASS 
NO 
NO
 
NO
 
BEAR VALLEY YES 
$25
 
YES 
BOREAL  
YES 
$24 
YES 
DIAMOND PEAK 
YES  SN/A
 
NO
 
DODGE 
RIDGE 
YES $35 
YES 
DONNER
 
YES $25 
YES 
HEAVENLY 
YES 
SN/A 
NO
 
IRON MOUNTAIN 
YES $20 
YES 
KIRK WOOD YES $25 
NO
 
MT ROSE
 NO 
NO
 
NO
 
MT SHASTA YES $19 
NO
 
NORTHSTAR 
YES $27 NO 
SIERRA SKI NO 
NO
 
NO
 
SQUAW  VALLEY 
YES 
$19 
NO
 
TAHOE DONNER
 
NO
 
NO
 
NO
 
tam,
 so first 
time
 skiers won't have bat) 
many experienced skiers barrelling 
down on them.
 Dodge Ridge and 
Homewood
 have small enough 
crowds to 
permit
 
individualized
 
instruction. 
As a beginner, also try going up 
midweek to Squaw Valley.
 They have 
several beginner chairlifts, and offer a 
free first-time ski package to newcom-
ers who 
bring  up another person who 
already skis. 
The attire a skier 
needs is a wann 
jacket, hat, 
gloves,
 powder pants 
(made of water-resistant 
material)
 and 
plenty of socks. 
While all ski equipment can be 
rented at 
the
 mountain
 (beginners 
should rent it on the mountain if this 
is
 
the first
 time skiing), ski attire can't be 
rented on the slopes. But 
powder  
pants can 
be rented at most 
sporting  
goods stores in the
 Bay Area. 
Most  importantly, keep smiling 
on 
your first day.
 Expect to fall at  least 
50 
times. It may 
even
 help if you hill 
once or 
twice  on purpose to 
see  what 
it's 
like 
before it 
happens
 for real. 
SKI RESORT LOCATIONS 
1. Boreal Ski Area. Interstate HO 
2. Sugar Bowl, Interstate 80 
3. Donner
 Ski Ranch, 
Interstate  
Ho
 
4. Squaw Valley, USA
 
I 
hghway  89 
5, Alpine Meadows, Highway 89 
6. Ski I lornewood,
 I 
lighway 89 
7. I leavenly, F lighway 1)0 
8. Diamond Peak, Highway 431 
9. Mount Rose, I 
lighway  431 
1 0. 
Northstar  at 
Tahoe,  I 
lighway
 
11
 
1 1. Tahoe
 Donner, 
Interstate  80 
12. ",lerra 
Ski Ranch, I lighway
 SO 
1 3. 
Kirkwood,  Elighway
 88 
1 
4.
 am 
Mountain,  I 
lighway
 88 
1 5. 
!tear  Valley Ski 
Area,  I 
lighway 4 
16.' 
Ridge.
 I 
lighway
 It)
 
17 
.1,  Pass, 
Yosemite 
Not 
on Map
 
Mt
 
Shasta Ski l'ark. 
Interstate')
 
SKI 
CALIFORNIA  
RESORT 
PHONE  
VERTICAL ACREAGE 
NO. OF TERRAIN 
NUMBER  OF 
LIFT TICKET 
RENTALS
 
SNOWMAKING
 
NAME 
NUMBER
 DROP 
RUNS BEG./INTER./ADV.
 CHAIR  
LIFTS
 COST 
COST  
COVERAGE
 
ALPINE MEADOWS 
(916)583-4232
 1,802 FEET 2,0(K)
 
100 
25%/40%/35%  11
 
$38 $19 
145 
ACRES  
BADGER PASS 
(209)372-1330 900 FEET N/A 
9 35%/50%/15% 4 
SN/A
 
SN/A
 
NONE
 
BEAR 
VALLEY 
(209)753-2301 1,900
 FEET 1.280 
82 30%/40%/30% 
9 
$32  
$15
 
YES 
BOREAL 
(916)426-FONE  600 FEET 
380 
41
 
30%/55%/15% 
10 
$29 
$17 
100 
ACRES  
DIAMOND
 PEAK 
(702)831-3211 
1,840 FEET 
655  
35 
N/A
 7 
SN/A
 
SN/A
 490
 
ACRES
 
DODGE RIDGE 
(209)965-3474
 1,600
 FEET 
550 
26
 20%/60%/20% 
7 
$30/$15
 MIME( K 
$15 
NONE 
BONIER SKI RANCH 
(916)426-3635
 720
 FEET 360 
40 
25%/50%/25%
 5 
$20410
 MIDWE
 K 
$15 
NONE 
HEAVENLY 
(916)541-1330  3,600 FEET 
12.850 71 
25%/60%/15% 
18
 
$38 
$18 
YES 
IRON MOUNTAIN 
(209)258-8700  1,300 FEET 1,200 
36 20%/50%/30%
 
5 
$26315
 MIDWEEK $15 
NONE 
KIRK 
WOOD 
(209)258-7000 2,000 FEET 
2,000 N/A 
15%/50%/35%
 
10
 
$35
 
$20 
NONE 
MT 
ROSE  
(702)849-0704  1,440
 FEET 
900 41 
30%/35%/35%
 
5 
SN/A
 
SN/A 
NONE  
MT. SHASTA 
(916)926-8610 1.100
 FEET 300 
21
 
20%/60%/20°/0 
2 
$25 $16 
45 
ACRES  
NORTHSTAR
 
(916)5870281 2,200 
FEET
 1,700 
50 
25%/50%/25%  
9 
$38
 $17 
120 
ACRES  
SIERRA SKI RANCH 
(916)5597475
 2,212 FEET 
2,000 38 
20%/60%/20% 
8 
$31 
$19 
LIMITED
 
SQUAW VALLEY 
(800)545-4350
 
2.850 FEET 4.0(X) 
N/A 
25%/45%/30%
 
28
 
$38
 $19 
YES 
SUGAR 
BOWL
 
(916) 
426-3651  1,500 FEET 
1.000 47 N/A
 
7 
$33 
$18 
40 ACRES 
TAHOE 
DONNER
 
(916)
 587 9444 
600 FEET 
120 12 
50%/50%/0% 
2 
SN/A
 
SN/A
 
NONE
 
4 
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WORLD
 
EVENTS
 
0 
Fox 
in 
tree 
led
 
to
 
Roman
 
hoard  
LONDON
 (AP)
 - An 
archaeologist
 says 
a 
dead fox 
in
 a tree led 
to the 
discovery  
of
 a 
hoard
 of Roman
 coins in 
western 
England  
and 
the likely 
route  of Roman
 legionaries.
 
The fox 
had been 
shot and 
hung in the
 
tree, and an amateur
 treasure  hunter 
who  
went
 to inspect
 it found 
his metal 
detector 
beeping. When he 
dug  into 
the soil he 
uncov-
ered
 some of the 
coins, said 
Brian  Waters, 
director of the
 Forest of 
Dean
 Archaeological
 
Group. 
More 
than 500 
coins,
 not yet 
dated,
 were 
finally 
unearthed  by experts 
called  in to inves-
tigate the 
site
 about
 three miles from Lydney,
 
lotice,itersh 
ire. 
Waters said remains of a Roman wall were 
also found, indicating that a nearby
 road was 
once 
a route for
 Roman
 soldiers marching 
between Lydney and the settlement of 
Hariconium, now named 
Bromsash. 
During their
 450 -year occupation of 
Britain, the Romans worked iron mines in the 
Forest of Dean, 
today  a national park. 
OD Reader's 
Digest  
ban lifted in 
libel case 
LAUSANNE,
 Switzerland (AP) A 
court 
Tuesday
 overturned an injunction bar-
ring the sale of 320,000 copies of the Swiss 
editions of a Reader's 
Digest  issue that con-
tained material critical 
of the Church of 
Scientology. 
SJSU 
WEATHER:  TODAY - 
Cloudy, with a 30 percent chance
 of 
rain 
in the 
morning. TOMORROW
 - Sunny and breezy, with a 
high  of 60 degrees. 
Lawyers for Reader's Digest had chal-
lenged a September court ruling here that 
blocked
 Swiss 
distribution  of 
the  October 
issue's German -language and French -lan-
guage versions, local managing editor Hans 
Bosshard  said. 
The Church of Scientology obtained the 
injunction, claiming the material was aimed 
at 
destroying  the religious group. 
But Tuesday's court ruling said that only 
"the temporal aspect" of Scientology was 
attacked in the article. 
Bosshard said the article was a reprint of a 
Time magazine piece 
published  in May, 
which was also 
reprinted  in most of the other 
editions of Reader's
 
Digest published world-
wide in 
16 languages. 
The sect failed in attempts in 
attempts to 
have courts in 
German, Italy, the Netherlands 
and France issue similar injunctions, he said. 
*3 
Officials  
questioned
 in 
Kenya 
slaying  
NAIROBI,
 Kenya (AP) - In an apparent 
response to growing international
 pressure, 
Kenya on
 Tuesday
 arrested two once -power-
ful government 
officials for questioning in the 
slaying of the foreign minister. 
An investigator
 has called the men prime 
suspects in the murder of Robert
 Ouko, who 
reportedly was investigating
 government cor-
ruption when he was shot and set on fire in 
February 1990. 
The detentions, five in all, followed
 
increasing international 
pressure  on President 
Daniel arap Moi to halt corruption, improve 
human rights 
and move toward multiparty 
democracy like many other African nations. 
But the action did not head off a World 
Bank 
decision  to halt all aid to Kenya for six 
month  because of human
 rights violations and 
demand 
social and economic 
reforms.  The 
bank
 announced the decision
 after a two-day 
meeting 
in Paris of Western 
donors,  including 
the United States. 
The donors declined to announce
 any spe-
cific levels
 of aid for Kenya for the 
coming 
year but made clear their 
unease  with recent 
events there. 
An independent 
Nairobi
 newspaper report-
ed that the government seized 5,000
 copies of 
the U.S. magazine
 Newsweek last week and 
all copies of the International Herald 
Tribune
 
for Nov. 17, 19 and 19 because of articles 
descnbing
 government repression. The report 
was carried by the Daily 
Nation. 
Moi in effect scrapped a judicial inquiry 
into Ouko's slaying and  turned it over to 
police.
 
o 
Japanese
 
government  
plans 
watchdog 
committee 
TOKYO (AP) - The 
government  will 
establish an 
independent committee to guard 
against
 unfair trading practices in Japan's
 
scandal -ridden securities industry, a 
Finance  
Ministry 
official
 said today. 
The ministry's plan calls for a 
committee 
with three members and 80 administrative 
personnel to be set up next July, 
said the offi-
cial, 
who  spoke on condition of anonymity. 
He said a bill to establish 
the committee 
will be submitted to the next parliamentary 
session,
 scheduled for January. 
The move follows disclosures that more 
than a dozen securities firms  had paid 
favored 
clients a total of about SI billion 
as
 compen-
sation
 for stock trading losses. 
Japan does not 
have  an 
equivalent
 to the 
U.S. 
Securities  and 
Exchange  
Commission,
 
although there 
were  calls for creating 
such
 a 
body  after the scandals 
broke  out. The 
Finance 
Ministry  came 
under 
fire for 
lax 
supervision  of the securities
 industry, which it 
is supposed to both promote and regulate. 
The compensation was not illegal
 at the 
time, although 
it violated ministry guidelines 
and outraged smaller investors who were not 
compensated. Japanese law originally banned 
only compensation promised in advance. 
NEWS 
QUIZ 
Five
 correct - Gets to eat 
plenty 
of dark turkey
 meat. Three to 
four
 - Acquires leftover canned 
yarns. One to two - 
Gets last 
year's canned 
cranberry sauce. 
o When does Panhellenic
 at SJSU 
expect to expand? 
 
Where  is ROTC's gun range
 locat-
ed, which is 
being used for its annual 
Turkey
 Shoot? 
 What may be 
the next new product 
from
 the Pepsi -Cola Co.? 
o Why did a choir
 member in 
Lexington,
 Ky. throw liquid drain 
cleaner in a fellow 
singer's  face? 
 What  is barely staying alive in the 
mountain villages of Syria? 
ANSWERS
 I) Fall sanester 1992. 2)-1'he range 
is located in the basement of 
MacQuame
 
Hall 
3) A clear, colorless cola 
soft drink. 4) The 
vii. -
urn was 
singing
 off key_ 5) The Aramaic
 lan-
guage, spoken by Jesus Ohnst. 
Edited hy Corey 
Tresiddcr  
Spartan Daily 
Win Editor 
CLASSIFIEDS 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
$5,000,000 MEDICAL/HEALTH 
insurance coverage for students 
tau Blue Cross of California.
 Rates 
as low as Szo per month For
 
brochure, call 
(4081 252-7300. 
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PUN 
Office visits, teeth cleaned and 
X-rays - no charge 
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH 
Enroll now! For brochure see 
AS
 Office or 
Call 800655.3225 
16 TRACK RECORDING STUDIO 
0',1 
15
 
min  from  S/SO,  we are 
offering lower
 rates for 5151.1 
stp 
dents and staff 
who  need working 
practice tapes,  band/songwriter 
demos and 256 
track m 
record  
Ing Call for Into
 VITAL SOUNDS 
408 1740909 
REMEMBER WHEN sex was safe 
and skydiving was dangerous') 
Play 
it
 safe. 
Bay Area Skydiving 510 634 7575 
VOLUNTEER LEADERS NEEDED for 
Inner City children
 / youth 
Serve with Cltyteam Ministries.
 
Youth 
outreach  in bible clubs. 
tutoring. 
discipleship  
Hours flexible 
Bernie
 
Ashby
 
(408) 998-4770 
CASH FOR COLLEGE. 
Scholarship  
Quest has over 300.000 sources of 
available
 college
 cash Our person 
allied  
Financial
 Planning Report 
finds the hidden 
scholarship  
sources for
 you
 Call
 for a free
 
COPY
 
of '10 
Ways To Stretch Your 
Schol  
arship 
Chances'  406 7338226 
ARE YOU 
APPLYING  
TO GRADUATE SCHOOL? 
the Princeton Review seeks Pre 
Law, Pre Business
 and other 
Prospective
 graduate 
students 
interested 
in taking a FREE LSAT. 
GMAT or 
GRE  diagnostic 
exam.
 Cali 
(408) 
2689614 to make 
your
 
reservation  
Cali Today. 
"MR. BLUE
 GREEN" 
has current
 
Cell Tech
 Products (algae
 
A 
adi 
dolpholus etc 
on
 hand now Spe-
cial 
money  
making/saving
 plan for 
sororities,
 hats groups Get 
brain
 
food/body 
rebuilding  items from 
Viktor
 in SH 211 or 
write, Plan 196, 
PO 
Nov
 
9,
 Si CA 95103
 Phone 
408 
492-8827
 Free yeast
 self -test 
OPEN 
MIKE 
Oh,  put God 
to the 
test  and 
see  
how 
kind  He 
isi
 
Honor 
your  fattier
 and 
mother.  
that
 you may 
have
 
a long, 
goal
 
life  
You 
must
 not 
murder  
You 
must  not 
commit
 adultery 
You  must not steal 
You 
must
 not 
he
 
You must 
not  be 
greedy
 
S Cha 
PO Box 
160315  
Cupertino.  
CA
 95016 
AUTOMOTIVE
 
AUTO
 
INSURANCE
 
Campus
 
Inswan-,  p 
Service
 
Special 
Student 
Programs
 
Serving 
5/51.1 
for  
20
 
years  
-Great 
Rates for
 Good 
Drivers'  
'Good
 Rates
 for 
NonGood  
Drivers' 
SPECIAL  
DISCOUNTS
 
"Good 
Student'  
'Family
 Multicar 
CAll  
TODAY  
296
 
5270
 
FREE 
NO 
HASSLE 
- NO 
OBLIGATION
 
QUOTE 
Also 
open
 
Saturdays
 9-2 
SEIZED
 
CARS,
 trucks.
 boats,
 
4 
wheelers.  
motorhares.
 
by FBI, 
MS.
 UFA 
Available  
your
 
area
 now 
all 805 682
 7555 
1sf C 
1255  
COMPUTERS
 
COMPUTER
 
SALES  
386/3396(/ 
dmeg 
RAM 
SVGA  
monitor
 1 2 and 
1 
44 drive 120 
meg 
hard  disk 
SVGA  
video
 card 
w/1rnes 
230W 
PS
 case 
101  key-
board  
enamors
 
$1800  
386/16MM/
 
Emil
 RAM 
VGA mon 
itor 1 2 and 144 drive 40meg 
hard 
disk VGA video card w/512KB
 200 
W PS case 101 keyboard $950 We 
guarantee the best price in town
 
Prices subject to change w/o 
notice. Call for most 
current
 price 
Life time 
tech 
supp 
Cali
 
926-1970 Ask for Nasaron 
APOLLO COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS  
Specializing in IBM 
compatibles 
Complete systems as low as $435 
Apollo can build a computer to 
meet 
your specific needs! We also 
help students upgrade their 
existing
 
computer
 sustems! We're happy to 
answer 
questions. Please call us at 
(408) 295 0869 
FOR SALE 
STOP MUGGERS. RAPISTS,  drug 
gies in their
 tracks, instantly. safe 
and legal Money back guarantee
 
Better than
 tear gas. - 288 6818 
JiELP WANTED 
DELIVERY 
PERSON  NEEDED 
The SPARTAN DAILY has a position 
available
 for the Spring 
semester
 
Hours 7 30-900 a m 
Days Monday - Friday 
Pay $10 
00 a day 
Please apply in person
 
at the 
Spartan Daily 
business  
office,
 or 
call Kathy at 924-3277
 for 
info 
BUSINESS
 IS GROWING at the 
RUSTY SCUPPER RESTAURANT!
 
Excellent  opportunities for day 
wait 
staff  and hostperson 
Ever 
pre!
 
Excellent 
training  program
 Apply 
between 2 30 
-5
 00. 
Mon  - Fri 
1235 Oakrnead Parkway
 
SUPERVISOR
 OF OFFICIALS want 
Pd to recruit,
 hire, train, schedule 
& 
supervise 
referees
 
for  Associated 
Students 
Leisure  Services 
Intramu-
ral Sports 
Must have or take first 
aid 
&CPR
 Must be current student, 
work-study 
welcome  Approx. 
20
 
hr/wk afternoons,  eves.
 wkends. 
flexible  AMP/ by 
Dec. 6. in Student 
Activities 8. Services.
 974-5950. 
IN 
GLOWING
 COLOR 
An 
exciting  company Is looking for 
motivated
 students for 
field  sales 
to the restaurant
 & lounge industry
 
$50 
4100,  
a nght For details 
call 
Samantha
 at 415 572 
9471 
THE 
ORIGINAL 
CRAB
 HOUSE 
Now
 
hiring
 
 P/T 
Bookkeeper  
- Flexible hours 
 Somme
 or/ Dinner 
Howse  exp 
- 
min  2 
weekday
 lunch avail 
Apply 
In
 person. 2-4 
pm
 wkdays 
5506 
Monterey  Rd 
(at Blossom  
Hull 
in Monterey 
Plaza  
MARKETING  JOBS 
AVAILABLE  
Full 
or part time jobs 
available due 
to company
 
growth
 and rapid 
expansion No 
experience  
needed  
Flexible  hours 
Call
 no. 14081  988 
1841
 
COUNT INVENTORY
 
Drive between 
retail outlets 
&count inventory 
part-time 
Performance
 bonuses 
available 
Good 
pay / E
-Z 
/ fun Must 
have
 
Car
 
Contact  
YoCorp  
438  1581 
SALES 
HELP WANTED
 
Friendly, enthusiastic,
 
outgoing
 
person needed Must
 be 
available
 
evenings
 and weekends 
Elegant
 
Lace 
Bridal
 
5353 Almaden Esp
 5.1 
978.2730 
JOIN THE CREW 
at the Rusty Scup 
per; 
Applications  accepted 
MT
 
2 
305 OD 1235
 Oakmead 
Pkwy  
Sunnyvale. 
2457911
 Conveniently
 
located 
off  Hwy 
101 A 
trowel,
 n 
Fpwy
 See 
you  
soon, 
CIRCULAR 
MOTIONS  
COMPACT  DISCS 
Part 
time and full
 time positions 
available Must be 
able to work 
weekends.,
 Music knowledge
 a 
Plus
 
Please. other 
than  
'Alterna-
tive
 music-
 is a 
major 
plus  
APPY
 
at 
Los 
Gatos location
 
395-3494 or 
Cupertino
 location 752 34 
72 
LIFEGUARDS/SWIM and aqua exec 
cise instructors nederil The central 
YMCA is looking for enthusiatic peo-
pie 
who  
are espenenced and 
certi-
fied
 in lifesaving 
Contact Tobi or 
Carl at 298-1717 
DEATH CIGARETTES seeks sales 
rep team In San Jose area Part. 
time 
Call 1213) 827-3623 
GET IN ON THE 
GROUND FLOOR! 
New quick 
service
 pasta restaurant 
opening in Dec. Now interviewing 
for service counter de kitchen per
 
-
sonnet Call 
Pasta Mia -730-5782 
N lst/Trimble 1' blk from Lt Rail 
61 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE 
Your
 fraternity, 
sorority.  Of
 other
 
Campus group can earn between 
550051000 in less than 7 days 
You pay absolutely 
nothing.
 
Call 
1-80(1.735-2077
 Eat 3 
START $7 - 9.00 PER HOUR 
Day- Swing- Grave shifts Ft/Pt 
Weekly pay 
SecurilY/Recep(ion/High
 tech 
Excellent  benefits 
Credit union 
Medical
 insurance 
No Experience
 Required 
Immediate 
Interviews 
Apply 8am 5pm, Mon
 - Fri 
Vanguard Security Services 
3212 
Scott  Blvd Santa Clara 
(bear San Tornas
 Exp / °Icon)
 
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLEI 
Many positions Great 
benefits
 Call 
805 687 7555 Fat 
P3310
 
COMPUTER RETAIL SALES - Want 
to have
 furl while still maintaining  
your
 
school schedule, 8, get paid 
for
 
it too? Then you will be glad to know 
that ComputerWare.
 the original and 
best Mac 
software
 / hardware 
reseller, has immediate P1 sales 
openings  at our Sunnyvale store 
Candidates
 must be highly 
Mac liter 
ate Duties include
 cashiering. prod-
uct demos, and customer support 
Cover letter di resume 
to 
Personnel,  
ComputerWare. 2800 W Bayshore 
Rd, Palo Atto, CA 94303. 
LAWN AERATION SALES 
$10.
 HOUR. 
Guaranteed  
Weekends 
Green Thumb Lawn Service 
2490556 
MODEL SEARCH
 91 Cosmopolitan 
International modeling agency seek-
ing M / F for fashion, print and 1 V 
commercial  work For free 
evalua-
tion Call
 3746090  
POP SYSTEMS
 has Job 
openings
 
in 
high-tech
 
computer  industry 
Excellent opportunity
 for graduating 
marketing majors, or any 
graduating senior Call 
1406) 
94A0301  for interest in a 
full-time or part time account 
ekecutive
 position
 open
 
REC/P.E.  OR CHILD 
DEV/ED
 
MAIORSI 
Small World 
Schools
 is 
hiring teachers and substitutes for 
our 9 
preschool  1612
 
units  ICE 
preferred) and 12 school
 
age 
(Rec/PE units o k I programs 
We have 
both
 full time 
and part 
time 
positions
 Flexible hours 
available Our centers
 are open 
f3am to 6 pm 
Experience
 
preferred 
but not 
required  
Call 257 7326 
tIOUSINQ 
2 BDRM / 
2 BATH APTS. 
Start $775 
a 
month Walk or ride 
bike to 
school
 700 S 11th 
street 
Laundry facilities,
 security bldg 
cable TV avail Remodeled, very 
clean Call mgr 288 9157 
LUXURY 
APARTMENT
 across from 
SISU The Collanadoe. TNee
 male 
students Welk male 
roommate  to 
share 2 bedroom, 1 
bath  apart 
ment swimming pool, 
Jacuzzi, 
sauna,
 
weight  room, laundry. under 
round parking and security Rent 
$25625 a mo 
$12500 deposit 
Call 294 8255 or 279-0354 
ROOMMATE WANTED. Rent 
$21250 2 bed / 
2 bath share 
room 148 F Williams, Gateway 
Apts Contact Ben king 
9714706 
FAX:
 924-3282
 
PHONE: 924-3277 
STATE HOUSE
 APARTMENTS 
2 
Won  '2 bath start 6765 Free 
basic came TV. Security Gates, 
Remodeled
 - Roomy and clean 
508 S 11th St. Call 
Dan 
295;5256
 or 
Steve 
729-0290 Leave message 
TWO ROOMS. 1 large 8. 1 me° 
$285
 8, $325. 1/2 blk. SJSU. Kit 
wry
 
prefer resp. male student. Non 
smoker 
.Call  297.7679 9am -9pm 
DOWNTOWN LUXURY CONDO.
 
Park
 
Ave 2 Sr /2ba. AEK. All appliances.
 
1100 so tt pry entry, 2 car 
enclosed parking $1000 mo. 415 
552.7989
 
LS. GRAD STUDENT SEEKS Large 
room in house near 
SISU/S1CC
 
Call
 
Heather
 
13121  477-1193 
or 
(3121477-7980
 
A 
I'll  call you back. 
2 ROOMS FOR RENT In quiet 
home
 Walking distance to light rail. 
$375 ea Dec 114081  723-8075 
ROOMMATE WANTED: 1 block from 
campus Free cable. water, garb 
$21250 mo 1/4 Oil 
Call'
 
leave message Doug 2945431 
LIKE NEW 1BR APTS. 
Bright & airy with ASK, OW, AC 
Gated parking,  intercom,
 laundry 
Two roommates 0 IL 
Rent 
$685-5850  
Also rent monthly
 
parking
 only 
Quiet, nice for 
staff 
1 block from campus 
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER 
297-4705
 
PERSONAL 
ENTREPRENEUR  RESOURCE. 
a monthly
 
publication
 serving 
entrepreneurs with ads 8. articles 
Sample copy $2 . year $12 
PO Box 7010, Van Nuys. CA 
914097010 
COMPUTERMATE, 
low cost dating service 
IRE C brochure.
 PO. Bo, 612112 
S 1 CA 
95161.2112
 
800 4239199 
'Agents Wanted' 
SERVICES 
LEARN TO 
FLYI
 
All levels, private 
through  
commercial. Special
 1 
hour. 
introductory flight
 for $35 00 
Call Tim 8114081 
7233146
 
for 
details  
FREE COLOR 
ANALYSIS  & make. 
over 
ProresS.oral  image 
consul-
tant,
 
Quality  products 
at 
40-75%
 
less than retail Tracy 947
 1537.
 
THE WORLDS BEST/EASIEST 
credit 
repair  program Repair  
your 
own crept and save 
hundreds  
Complete step by steo instructions 
$7000 
Omni rhancial. 
467 
Saratoga  
Ave 
Suite 320, 
San Jose,  CA 95129 
RARE IT ALL!. PERMANENT HAIR 
REMOVAL Stop 
shaving -waxing 
tweezing
-or using chemicals. Let 
us permanently remove 
your  
unwanted hair Back, 
Chest,
 Lip, 
Bikini, Chin, Tummy. 
etc Students 
& faculty 15% discount. 1st appt. 
1/2 price If 
made before December 
25th Hair 
Today Gone 
Tomorrow.  
6211 Campbeil Ave 017. 
Campbell,  Call 408
 379-3500 
Gwen. Trish 
or Mance. 
Registered Electrolorsts 
CAREERPRO RESUMES-995.5756 
1625 
The Alameda
 12 miles 
STS1
 
-Advertise  to Major Employers-
Student Discounts - Nationwide 
ELECTROLYSIS 
CLINIC!  Unwanted 
hair removed forever Specialist  
Confidential  Your own 
sterile  
Probe
 
or disposable 
Call 247.7466. 
335 S Raywood Ave 
Sail lose 
SOff DISCOUNT . L 
PERMANENT COSMETICS. 
E nriance
 your natural 
beauty.,  
lye liner  Eyebrows - Lips 
Cheeks  
Small
 scars 
blended 
Expires 
12.25-91 
Call 
Trish at 406 
3793500  
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow 
6211 Campbell Ave I017 
Campbell, CA 95008 
WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES. 
All
 subjects Paper,  thesis 
development. 
assistance  
Qualified writers 
Editing. Resumes 
Work guaranteed. Reasonable 
Berkeley 
14151 
841 
5036 
VOICEMAIL 
N.
 PER MONTH No 
deposit. Installation 
or
 
deposit
 
costs.
 Private and secure Simple 
louse
 Call 408473.0589 for 
info 
REPOSSESSED AIRS Foreclosed 
homes
 available 
at
 below Market
 
value  Fantastic savings. You 
repair 
Also 
SAL 
bailout
 
properties
 
Call 
805
 682.7555 Eat 1.4-1513 
CUSTOM MADE 
RESUMES  
All formats  
available 
Call David -629-1488 
STEREO 
KEN WOOD NOME SPEAKERS 
1 pair 
140 
watts  5140 
Great 
condition.  Cali
 924-8606 
TRAVE 
FREE TRAVEL Air couriers and 
Cru,sesnips
 
Students
 
aiso  needed 
Christmas.
 Spring and 
Summer for 
Amusement
 Park employment. Call 
805 
682-7555  Est F1661
 
AMTRAK EXPANDS TRAIN SER. 
VICE TO SAN JOSEI Beginning Dec 
12. try Amtrak's 3 new daily trains 
to Sacramento. leaving San lose at 
6'35 am 12 10 pm.
 & 5 
10Prn  
Trains stop
 
at Fairfield
 and Davis 
From 
Sacramento.  Amtrak buses 
continue directly to Auburn / Colfax 
/ Truckee, Grass
 Valley. and 
Marysville
 / Oroviile
 / 
Chico  / Red 
Bluff / Redding, One Amtrak 
ticket 
covers both train and bus. One-way 
fare to Sacramento: $23. Jan. -April 
roundtrips only $24 most 
days 3 
daily departures also available from 
San Jose to Fresno / 
Hanford
 
/ 
Bakersfield via direct 
Amtrak bus to 
trainside 
at 
Stockton  Call
 1-800  
USA-RAIL 
for 
information
 
WHERE 00 YOU 
WANT
 TO GO? 
Hawaii. 
Mexico.
 Europe,  U 5 
Make your Christmas 
plans now 
Call for iow 
airfares 
408 
997 3647
 A, Li -v. 
WORDPROCESSING
 
AFFORDABLE  
EXPERIENCED  
wordprocessing'  
Term 
papers 
repOtts,
 
group  
papers,
 
resumes,
 
letters,
 theses. 
laserainter.  
etc.
 All formats plus APA, 
SpellCheck. punctuation & 
grammar 
assistance  
All \KWh 
guaranteed'
 
Call 
PAM 247
 2681. 
8am 
gran 
for 
worry free 
professional
 
dependable
 service 
AAANI 
EXPERIENCED  TYPIST. 
Let me do the typing!' 
Resumes,  term 
papers, theses 
etc Grad & undergrad Available
 
clays (eves 
& weekends
 
by
 
spot  
IBM Comp / Laser 
printer  
Call  Anna  
972-4992
 
CALL UNDA TODAY 
for experienced,  professional word-
processing. Theses, term
 papers, 
group protects,
 etc 
All formats including
 SPA 
Quick return 
Transcription services available 
Almaden
 
/ 
Branham
 
area 
Phone 2644504 
TYPING  WORDPROCESSING 
$2 PER PAGE 
EILEEN  226.1459 
CALL UNDA FIRST! Theses,  term 
papers. Word perfect
 5 1 Cassette 
transcription Spell check Near 
280/Winchester  $2 pp 866.2399 
AT YOUR SERVICE Transcription
 
and 
word  processing
 Term 
papers.  
resumes,
 reports, flyers, 
letters 
home, customized
 stationary, Invite 
tons, 
announcements.
 
mass
 
rnair  
ingi VERY
 COMPETITIVE PRICES 
/rapid delivery SPECIAL FONTS 
and  
GRAPHICS AVAILABLE 
on HP Laser -
jet 111 
printer
 
Editing  from 
docu-
ments
 on floppy disk 
MP 5 11 
Call 951-7543 
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS 
next to Original
 
Joe's 
TYPING WORDPROCESSING 
$1 50.52 
fKil page 
Macintosh laser print 
Notes,
 papers,  letters. 
rhyers,
 
resumes,  etc Free
 
editing 
Dohrmann
 Business Center
 
325S 1st St 
1st F; 283.0700. 
ro LOVE TO DO YOUR TYPING. 
Located near Biackford H S 
Carl Mary lane 
- 985-7819 
QUAUTY 
TYPING
 SERVICE 
Term 
papers,  
theses,
 resumes,
 let-
ters, reports All 
formats
 
Steno 
sevice 
Pick  up 
anus
 delivery for 
large 
jobs 20 
years 
experience MA in English 
Cali
 
Margaret,
 
8 arn 
to 8 
Dm. 
at
 2516775 
A NEATLY TYPED 
PAPER 
gets the 
best  grade 
Good 
spelling  
and grammar 
also help Let 
this
 
English
 teacher assist 
you 
in
 
improving
 your 
G PA 
Foreign students 
welcome
 Call Barbara
 
at WRITE 
/TYPE -
14061 
295-7438  
EXPERIENCED
 
WORD Processors.
 
familiar 
with APA riurablan 
formats
 
Science and English 
Papers our specialty Free 
spell 
checo/stocage 
Low-cost
 
editing
 
and graphics Resumes anus 
other services available
 
Masterson's
 Word 
Processing
 
Call
 Paul or Virginia
 
251-0449
 
WORD 
PROCESSING  
friendly
 home typist
 using 
Word Perfect
 & Laser 
printer 
Near Bollinger
 & 
De
 Anza 
12 
years  
legal 
experience
 
Suzanne 
4465658
 
ATTENTION
 
GRADS!  
Let me assist you 
with 
your 
Masters
 
thesis/proiect  
preparation
 
Expertise  
yr 
APA/Turabian 
formats
 & Grad 
Off-,  
requirements.  
Will
 Edit 
grammar,
 
punctuation,
 
sentence  
structure (former 
English 
major)  
Word  Perfect & HP Laser
 
Willow
 Glen 
area 
Call Mrs. Morton 
266-9448 
daily 8-8 
PROFESSIONAL
 TYPING 
SERVICE  
Word Processing,
 Tern, Papers 
Theses. 
Graduate  Work AM
 
is 
Turabiar 
Desktop
 
Rif  
Grapn4 Design 
& 
L's'
 ' 
Laser
 Output
 
Satisfaction
 
Guaranteed 
VIRGILIO 
INTEGRATED
 PUBLISHING 
Near  
Oakridge  
Man
 
724 6395 
LETTERS,
 RESUMES 
FLYERS  
Vier- 
oisk  
Call
 Evelyn 
at
 
EDP
 SERVICES
 
2708014  
CALL MARSHA 
26494411 
for word 
processing
 with 
Word Perfect 5 1 
and HP laser II 
SPecraide  editing.
 
eg 
. grammar 
sentence 
structure,  fastening 
lAPA. 
Turablan, 
MLAI.  Can also edit 
your 5 1/4 disk
 in 
WP 
5 
0/5 
I 
or 
ASCII
 Assistance with 
all  
phases of thesis, term 
paper.  & 
resume preparation 
ESL students 
weicome  
wisow
 
Gier  area 
WHEN 
THE BEST 
IS ALL 
YOU
 
NEEDi
 
Papers Typed 
Laser 
Printer 
Spell
 Check
 
$1 
90 PO and
 
up 
Evening
 & 
weekend
 appts 
Berryessa/Everreen  
2544565
 
DAILY CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING  THAT WORKS! 
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count 
approximately
 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation 
counts  as one letter.) 
CIDOCEIOODOODOODOCE:OODEDOODEICIECEI
 
DOEOLIDECIODEDOODOELMOCIODEEDOODE  
EJOEICIOODOODOCIDOODOLIODOODOOODEIDE
 
OODOODOODOODECJOODOODEECOODOELIP
 
AD RATES, MINIMUM 3 LINES ON ONE DAY 
Name 
One Two Three Four Five Address 
Day Days Days Days 
Days 
3 
lines 
$500 $600
 
$700
 
$800
 
$900
 
4 lines 
$600
 $700 
$800
 
$900
 
$1000 
Shouts
 $700 
$800
 
$900
 $1000 
$1100 
6 lines 
$800
 
$900
 $10 00 $11 00 
$t200 
Each 
additional  hop
 
$1 00 
Each additional day 
$1 00 
SEMESTER RATES, ALL ISSUES 
5 9 lines $7000410
 14 
lines
 $9000
 
15 19 lines
 $110 00 
Questions? Call  (408)
 924-3277 
City 
Stale
 
Phone
 
I 
SEND 
CHECK
 
OR 
MONEY  
ORDER  TO: 
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS 
San Jose 
State  University 
San
 Jose, California 
951920149  
Classified  desk located inside 
Wahiquist  
Library North
 102
  Deadline
 
Two
 
days before
 
publiCatiOn
 
 
COnSOCutiVe
 PubliCatiOnS  
dates 
Only
 
S 
No 
refunc% 
on cancelled ads 
Please  check / 
your 
classification:  
Announcements  
Automotive 
_Computers  
_For Sale 
Greek 
_ Help Wanted 
__Housing
 
Lost and
 Found
 
Personal 
Serwces
 
Stereo 
_ Travel
 
_ Wordprocessing 
8 
Wednesday,
 November 
27, 1991
 
U 
San  lose 
State
 
University  MI SPARTAN DAILY 
HAVING 
A BLAST 
Freshman biology major Steve 
Glavas
 fires a bullet from an 
M-16 rifle 
during  the ROTC Turkey Shoot. The Turkey 
Barry Geheritz
  Daily staff photographer 
Shoot is being held through today at the ROTC gun range 
in the basement of MacQuarrie
 flail. 
Rare  Sumatran 
rhinoceros
 now 
IBM 
battles 
sagging
 
profits,  
on display
 in Los Angeles Zoo 
will cut 20,000 ,jobs 
in 1992 
LOS
 ANGELES (AP)
 - An 
endangered 
Sumatran
 rhinoceros went 
on display Monday at the 
Los 
Angeles Zoo, cavorting around
 her
 
pool 
with
 the eagern,ss of a 
700 -pound baby, a spokeswoman
 
said. 
"What a cutie 
she is," zoo 
spokeswoman Lora LaMarca said of 
the hairy, two
-homed  tot, whose age 
is estimated at a year old 
."She's just a 
stocky little prehis-
toric youngster. She's having a good 
time, 
she's  kicking up her heels." 
"She looks like a baby version of a 
wooly
 mammoth to me," LaMarca 
said. 
The rhino, named Embam after 
the  
COLUMN:
 
From Page 5 
its 
second -string quarterback, red
-
shirt freshman Trent Dilfer, and he 
hadn't demonstrated much 
ability  as 
a passer.
 
So the defense 
sucked in its gut 
and 
held the Bulldogs to just three 
more points the rest
 of the half. 
Meanwhile, the vaunted Spartan 
passing attack, 
which  went into the 
game ranked
 a lofty No. 5 in the 
nation, was being frustrated by 
Fresno Slate's defense. 
Fortunately for 
SJSU, senior 
tailback 
Macco  Barbosa 
had  the half 
of 
his career, 
rushing
 for more 
than 
100 yards and
 two 
touchdowns
 in 
the first 
half. 
Barbosa's
 effort
 staked 
SJSU  to a 
13-10  halftime 
lead. 
The second
 half was
 even more 
unpredictable.
 
Suddenly,
 Dilfer 
looked  like Joe
 Montana, 
rolling 
away  from 
the SJSU 
rush and 
hitting his 
receivers  with 
pinpoint 
passes. Dilfer
 
actually 
screwed
 up 
an
 option play 
early  in the second
 
half, 
kept  the ball 
and ran 33 
yards 
Have
 a 
safe
 
and 
happy 
Thanksgiving.  
Please 
don't  
drink
 and 
drive. 
village near where she was caught, is 
one of only six Sumatran 
rhinos in 
U.S. zoos. The others arc 
in
 New 
York's Bronx Zoo, Cincinnati Zoo 
and the San Diego 
Zoo, which has 
two females. 
Embam, covered by 
reddish
-brown 
hair, arrived at the zoo Saturday 
after
 
a trip by truck, ferry
 and plane from 
the rain forests of 
Indonesia,  where 
fewer than 1,000 of her species are 
thought to remain,  LaMarca said. 
Sumatran rhinos, which are among 
the smallest of the five rhino species, 
are
 noted for their hair, and black -tuft-
ed ears and tail.
 The
 
rhinos  are 
becoming extinct as their forests are 
stripped for timber and cropland. 
for a touchdown to give the 
Bulldogs  a lead they never 
relinquished, 17-13. 
By the time SJSU quarterback 
Jeff Garcia 
and  the Spartan passing 
attack got on track, Frcsno State had 
a 31-13 lead late in the fourth 
quarter.
 
Garcia and the Young Guns made 
things interesting with 
two 
scintillating scores in the final 
minutes, but it was too late. 
Weirdest of all was the lone 
bright spot 
for  the Spartans,
 
Barbosa.  
He needed 136 
yards  for a 1,000 -
yard season. 
Barbosa  had 
amassed  
138 
yards  by late in the 
fourth  
quarter, then 
lost
 three yards on 
his 
final
 carry of the night
 to finish with 
999 
yards  for the 
season. It 
seemed  
ironically 
appropriate  in 
a season 
that 
saw  SJSU 
repeatedly
 come up 
short.
 
Alfred 
Hitchcock  
couldn't  have 
come up 
with  a more ironic
 ending 
to the Spartan 
season  
I'AVE
 
%IN;
 
25(t
 Off Every 
Wash 
Mon - 
Fri  
Only  
f)1 
,k1
 
' 
-- I 
wash
 america 
the clean laundry 
330  E Santa Clara St 
Between 7th & 
Bat Sts I 
1Block North iif 
Engineering
 Bldg I 
12.98-2210
 Expires
 12-6-9j 
MINS MINN 
1 
OcYoSTUDEis-IT
 DISCOUNT
 
at 
PETE'S  
STOP
 TIRE 
CENTER  
Foreign & 
Domestic
 Auto 
Repair
 
'Wheel
 Alignment 
CompleteBrake 
Service 
' Front End
 
Rebuilding  
-Wheel 
Balancing
 
 Shock
 Absorbers  
'Used 8, 
New Tires
 
299 Keyes St.
 San Jose 
294-3240  
NEW YORK (AP)  
International
 Business Machines 
Corp. said Tuesday it would 
eliminate
 
20,000 jobs next year and take other 
actions to battle sagging 
profits,  result-
ing in a $3 billion accounting charge 
against
 earnings. 
Chairman  John F. Akers also 
announced a sweeping plan to free the 
company's  business units from its 
bureaucracy. The plan, 
he
 
said,  will 
lead "to a fundamental redefinition of 
how IBM does business." 
"A fundamental element of our 
plans
 is to create an environment 
where these individual businesses will, 
over time,
 become
 
as
 indelmitlent and 
autonomous as possible," Akers said 
in a telephone interview. 
IBM has been criticized for years 
for a stifling bureaucracy that slows 
decision -making 
and saps creativity. 
The problem is particularly trouble-
some in the fast-moving computer 
industry, where products 
can become 
outdated within months. 
Investors apparently 
liked the 
plans, 
disclosed  after IBM's directors 
approved them Tuesday. IBM's stock 
rose $2.75 a share to $97.87 in heavy 
trading on the New 
York
 Stock 
Exchange. 
Akers 
said
 IBM will set financial 
goals for each of its business units,
 but 
will let them
 determine how the goals 
TONIGHT
 
Pre
-Thanksgiving
 
PARTY
 
Not  
Another  
Turkey
 
Wednesday
 
Night  
Start 
Your 
Vacation
 
at 
the 
Newest
 Bar
 
In 
Town
 
Mt 
S 
Karaoke  
 Spirit  
Fun 
Student  
Drink 
Specials  
$1.00
 
Draft  
152  
Post  
St 
(formerly
 
the 
Dugout)
 
Corner  
of 
Post
 & 
San  Pedro
 
(408)
 
297-4351
 
*Cheapest
 Drink
 in 
Town*  
are reached. Each unit will publicly 
report profits 
and revenues, something 
rarely done at major companies, and 
IBM then will decide how aggressive-
ly to 
invest
 in them. Akers said. 
Akers indicated 
that
 IBM could go 
as far as 
forming
 separate subsidiaries 
for each line of business. 
IBM already has
 a model for this 
in IBM 
Credit
 Corp., which has a 
board of directors and enjoys relative 
autonomy from corporate head-
quareters in Armonk, N.Y. 
Akers said 
he
 would 
disclose 
addi-
tional details of 
the  restructuring Dec. 
5, a day after meeting with IBM's top 
500 
executives.  
The announcement followed
 a 
year
 
in which IBM has 
broken traditions. It 
spun off its Lexington. Ky., typewriter 
plant into a separate company and 
retained a 
minority stake. 
It formed a startling alliance 
with 
rival Apple 
Computer
 Inc. to develop 
advanced personal computers and 
software.
 
But IBM's earnings continue
 to 
suffer and Akers 
offered  little encour-
agement that results would improve 
soon. 
For the first nine months of the
 
year, IBM earned $818 million on its 
operations, down sharply from a 
profit  
of $3.56 billion in the same period of 
1990. 
CINEBARn  
d 
A 
drinking  
person's
 bar! 
Where  
Fraternities
 
& 
Sororities
 
meet!  
No drugs
 or 
fighting!
 
69 E. 
San  Fernando
 
(corner
 of 
2nd)
 
NEWS  
Kids
 move out, 
$6.9
 
million home for
 sale 
SAN 
JUAN  CAPISTRANO, 
Calif. 
(AP) -- What 
may  have 
worked for the Kennedy clan in 
Hyannisport didn't play with the 
Sontags in Orange County. 
The California family's
 dream of 
gathenng 
five
 generations under a sin-
gle, very large roof has 
faded.
 
The Somag's 21,521 -square -foot 
Mulberry  House is going on the mar-
ket for $6.9 million, only six months 
after 10 
family
 members moved in 
and just as the mansion's 
three-year  
construction is 
being completed. 
The family
 found itself pulled 
apart by the growing independence
 of 
the younger generation, not 
conflict,  
said patriarch Bob Sontag, 69, and his  
wife, 
Marian. 
"It wasn't anger or anything like 
that," said Mrs. Sontag, 66. "The kids 
just grew up and away." 
"I don't resent that. It's just Ow 
way it is," Bob Sontag said. "This 
place just isn't their deal anyinitre.-
The 
idea tor the mansion was 
hatched in 
1987. 
"I said, 'Wouldn't it be great if we 
could all live together in a 
Kennedy
-
type compound'?'" Bob Sontag 
recalled, referring to the Kennedy 
family's Hyannis Port, Mass., home 
and grounds. 
The Sontag house, on a 3-1/2 acre 
site, is patterned after Mulberry 
Castle, an 18th -century South 
Carolina plantation manor that itself 
was influenced
 by a 1500s French 
chateau. 
It was 
dubbed  Mulberry House 
because "Mulberry  Castle' seems so 
pretentious," Mrs. Sontag said. 
There are 11 bedrooms, 13 bath-
rooms,
 five staircases
 and three 
laun-
dry rooms. 
There  is an arts and crafts room, a 
"doggy bath" and a rim]
 designed 
solely for wrapping 
gilts.  
ISN'T  
IT
 TIME
 
YOU  
TRIED  
AlTrans?
 
With
 over 15 bus 
lines stopping 
within a 5 
minute
 walk to 
campus, there
 is a good 
chance
 that you 
could  get to 
school
 
without the
 hassles of 
driving.  We can 
show you the 
Way. 
Why not give it a try?
 
To
 get started 
call  924-5467, 
or visit us in 
WSQ  115. 
You'll be glad you 
did.  
Altrans  
Your alternative transportation solution 
!tv,i4felby
 
tfteStsti
 
t111.-1
 
of Truth, 
.1Padoy
 
Fitness
 
Fanatics! 
Deals even a 
turkey  
wouldn't  pass up 
Students
 
get 
2O
 off 
any
 
purchase
 
with your I U   
(does 
it
 apply tc, bicycles) 
IMPAI  
c ark 
aroo
   
/01 ...... 
I /01.1.12
 
C dal 
011411.  
r  roma,. 
oa ora ffINO 
 titnesswear 
- volleyball wear 
 iniine skates 
'bicycles 
accessories
 
ocal  
eatavI
 so. 
i 
Oot  
sro
 
la  
nctrs oil, 
rili  NS 
\i,yr 
r 
3 
days  only 
11/25-11/27
 
r °or 
°oar 
.''.^ 
k?) 
A ' 
Lcr wed in Cobnnade
 810a 4 
ai 
140 el Paso 
de
 Antonio 
near
 
aeretrouse  
aeons  
"LEND
 A HELPING HAND" 
a community event sponsored by the Spartan Daily 
Come support the homeless families
 in our 
community
 
and make sure that others have a happy holiday. 
 Vendor Information 
Booths  
 Speakers (from 12 pm - 2pm) 
 Free raffles (Ski lift tickets, club 
discounts, dinners, and more) 
 Bring any 
second-hand  clothes, 
toys, or canned food thot you 
can donate 
 
Food
 
Thursday, 
December  5 
10am -4pm 
Loma Prieta
 Ballroom 
Student 
Union  
For more information contact Ralene Matthias 
Spartan  Daily Ad Staff 924-3270 
or stop by WIN 135 
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